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An expert" will bt• hired by
Murray -Calhiway County Hospital
to study and to recommend proINOsals concerning rel•N'atitin
ii
the intensive Care Ind It.1* 'and
Coronary Care l'nit
A subsidiary of Kentucky
Hospital ASNOr1.1114.11 14111 be
assigned to 1.40rk ith members of
Met 's staff
It was discusst•ti in Monday
night's hospital board met-tine
that It C and CC1' be relocated in
-west wing -of the-original 1964
hospital building Those patients
now in that wing would be moved
to another area of the hospital
The wing then would tw remodeled to better suit IC1' and CCU
functions
Consideration also was given to
construi•tion of a new wing or
discontinuing tQleicsitied care to
move ICU and CCU in that area
Board members strt•ssed the latter proposal would be extrt•mely
difficult because it would involve
many. families
None of the recommendations
fl'eelVell a vote It then was decided to hire an expert" to make
recommendations to the board.
ICU currently has 4 beds while
n't has 2 There also is a 12-bed
sub-intensive care unit Stuart
Poston. administrator. said there
is a 55 percent oct-upant•y rate for
ICU and CCU yt•arly. although
- there-are-severalliftit•s when fli*.
units are full
When asked how nia i1 beds the
units should hold. Poston replied
"I don't know That's'Why we're
hiring an expert He added the
units should IN- conthinell for it

1:
OUTGOING
MEMBERS - Chairman John Youngerman top photo, left
and Herman Ellis
bottom photo, left
were recognized Monday for their services
to the MurrayC-o+leway- County •
Hospital Board. Both
received certificates
and artist's prints of
Mason Hospital from
the board. Chairmanelect Jim Garrison
made the presentation
to Youngerman. Ellis'
presentation was done
by his brother, Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis,
and Stuart Poston,
hospital
administrator.

Another candidate visits Murray State

Reinhard pledges openness and honesty
Con in order to get a good Joh anti
make more money
"In a sense this is true, but
higher education is much more
than that Higher education
should make the student a better
citizen_ a better thinker, a better
decision maker He should
become broadminded and be able
to talk with most anyone on any
--trvet--"
Because of the short tune he had
spent on campus prior to the press
conference he admitted that he
did not know a great deal about
specific problems or strong points
of the university or its operations
He had, however, read several
university publications and addressed some of the WW1'S mentioned in those
lie said one of his conet•rns with
'In anything I do for an institution I've got to
the univerisity budget is that "only 45 percent of the budget is
know that what I've done is the best for the inallocated for academie programs lie said that 62 perrent
stitution as a whole and will not benefit just one
was allrwated for at-adentic programs in the budget at Slippery
or a few particular groups.'
Bock and '1 would like to see that
with.
mr•reased "
"We conducted workshops for
"I feel a great joy in working
He reported ho; willingness to
faculty and students focusing on
with students. My wife and I open work with the faculty through the
the question of 'Why do we exist"
our house to the student body Faculty Senate on the goals they
and it was determined that the
several times during the have set for salary increases in
purpose of the institution was to
academic year. Each student in the mid '003 and also noted ht.
offer the best educational opthe campus has the opportunity to would strive for a good working
portunities possible for our
come into our home at least two or relationship between the universistudents," he said.
three time during the year," he ty and the community
Through these workshops and
said.
He expressed concern about the
numerous other endeavors to
In speaking of higher education Board of Regents consideration of
boost the reputation of the college,
in general anti the problems fac- implementing an internal adReinhard reported that there is
ing it today, Reinhard says the ministrative structure
now a "high degree of pride in the
thing he Is most concerned about
"It is my feeling that the board
college and the students are our
is the attitude that society has in- should have faith in the president
best recruiters."
stilled into studenti .and parents and the vice presidents. therefore
He added that this is "the best
that you should gn4A g
ucaContinued On Page 21
student body I have ever worked

vemence
Currt•ntly the extended . care
unit has 20 patients and operates
at an annual loss of $1:1•0.000
Poston said approxiinatel. 1 OK,
acute t.1/414 1)111114111 t until )11111:e
that space eat) sear
Board members agreed discon
turning extended
f n,111 .1
financial standpoint, would not be
a significant loss to the hospital
llowt-y er. it again was added that
such action could be strenuous on
families. man %bi-) li-avt• express
e•t feelings of set unty with
relato,••, being ared ftlrin.i
t104)111.11

If the action was appro% t-ti.
tt-ntleti are patients could Is
relocated at West VIC% Nursing,
Home. which recentl% built and 811
plusbed addition
Poston said %A 1111411 Mct 11 was
formed 211 ears ago. extendell
care sera. ice w as offered iii the old
Mason Hospital building which
was to be torn flown sometime 111
the future After the building was
rated, the ser% iii' was 11101:141 into
the hospital
In other .1i non. a $14 2 mullion
budget ft all hospital fun. bons
was appr.ived 14% the board The
budget includes $11).331.4411 in ex
ift•f1N1'4.

$3.240.0041

iii

,i ii

new:at-41 losses
bad debts
Medicare- and Medicaid
/4 the
expense budget. $.494,000 has
been atoned for cal'arTeN Arid-.4

able to meet its deadline of completing work before Easter on the
$165 billion measure to shore up
the troubled Social Security
system. Lawmakers plan to
recess all next week.
Reagan met with congressional
Republicans today and blasted the
banking lobby for its tactics, according to Sen. Robert J. Dole, RKan.
After the meeting, Dole told
reporters, "The president, in one
of the rare times I have seen him
really disgusted, threw his glasses
down and said he's had it up to his
keister with the banking industry
for their distortion and outright
falsehoods on withholding on interest and dividend income"
Dole, the manager of the Social
Security legislation and the big-

gest champion of withholding,
said Reagan singled out the
American Banking Association
for its "outright false information."
While there is no pressure to
pass the Social Security provisions immediately, unless the bill
Is passed by March 31 supplemental jobless benefits for many of the
nation's unemployed workers
would lapse A provision extending the benefits for up to eight
weeks is attached to the bill.
Dole said he thought the Senate
had reached agreement on testing
the withholding issue on another
piece of legislation. But he said
-Now we have Republicans and
Democrats climbing over one
another trying to get a piece of the
action because everyone is

mail

ff14jhtened with all the
they'v got
Dole iaid Monday senators who
want tirlrrpeal withholding "may
win but nbt.on this bill."
11 no pressure to
While the
pass the Soci 1 Security provisions inunediat .1y. unless the bill
is passed by Ma ch 31 supplemenmany of the
tal jobless benefi
nation's unemp uyed workers
would lapse. A provision extending the benefits for up to eight
weeks is attached to the bill.
Accusing- the banking lobby of
misleading the public about
withholding, Dole drew an angry
response from Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Ails. "You are losing this for yourself," said
Goldwater. "The American people don't to this and they don't
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State-wide tornado test
to be conducted Thursday
A state-wide tornado warning
and communications exercise will
be conducted staneturie Thursda%
inorning: Wilbur R liuritini Jr .
Disaster anti Emergency Sen ices
executive director, said
The eit'reltir, r0.-.S1)0/1".1.14/4.1 to
the National Weather Service and
DES, will be held as though .1f1
tual tornado emergency were in
effect throughout the state
The National Weather Ser, it e
Forecast ()fhee in 1 AltIINVIIIi• se ill
initiate the test by issuing a test
tornado warning over tt•lety pit'
the National Weather Servil-t•
Weather Radio network Fron t
this point on, the warning will be
distributed to the publim through
norma I 11lekinti Kentuck) radio
and television stations .141.1 the
Kentucky State Police will
disseminate thr 111eV).10 as if an
actual tornado were in the area

Postal Service will
commemorate TVA
WASHINGDIN • Al.A new 20cent stamp marking the 50th anniversary of the Tennessee Valley
Authority will be issued May 18.
the Postal Service announced to
day
The first ISMW 44 the stamp will
Te1111
take place in Kflo‘v
The TVA was established May
18, 1933, to help aim twottttt
distressed seven-state region and
to develop natural resources in the
area It has provided flood control
in the Tennessee River region,
although the agency is perhaps
best known for generation of electrical power
The horizontal stamp features a
hydroelectric dam on the Clinch
River near Knoxville, the first
such dam in the TVA systm

Reagan says Social Securi cannot be severed
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - President Reagan charged today that
compromise Social Security
legislation is being held hostage
by a "selfish" banking industry
and urged Congress to reject efforts to bar withholding taxes on
interest and dividends.
"The Social Security and
unemployment insurance lifeline
that extends to millions of
Americans .., cannot be permitted
to be severed by the obstnictionist
tactics of a Washington lobby and
its congressional friends," the
president said in a written statement issued at the White House
Because of the fight over the
withholding amendment, it appears unlikely Congress will be

A

Board considers relocation
of ICU and CCU facilities

904 ‘t
04

By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
"In anything I do for an institution I've got to know that what Eve
done is the best for the institution
as a whole,and will not benefit just
one or a few particular groups."
This statement was made in a
Monday afternoon press conference with Dr. Herb. F.
Reinhard, the:1611MS preaidentratcandidate to visit Murray State
University in its search for a new
administrator.
Reinhard stands on 24 years of
experience in higher education,
currently serving as president of
Slippery Rock (Pa. I State College.
Reinhard told media representatives that prior to his administration, which‘began in 1979
at Slippery Rock, the enrollment
had shown a slight decline. After
one year as president the enrollment showed a two percent increase and in 19110 the college had
the largest freshman class in its
history.
In comparing Slippery Rock
State College to MSU, Reinhard
said that it, too, started out as a
normal school, progressed to be a
state teachers college and then a
state college. He added that Slippery Rock may reach state
university status in July. Student
enrollment at Slippery Rock is approximately 6,000.
He explained that in the mid '70s
the reputation of the university
became poor, due to various
reasons that were not discussed in
detail. He added that when his administration *ailed in 1979 he
began looking at ways to alter the
way people thought of the college.

AC
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care where on what bill, you put
this amendment"
Sen Jake (;am. R-Utah, the
Ranking Committee chairman,
wants to repeal withholding but
not as part of the Social Secuity
bill. "We've seen Senate
demagoguery at its worst
tonight," Garn said.
This is the second time this
month that the withholding fight
has blocked Senate action on major legislation. A package of relief
for the unemployed and others NI •
hardest by the recession was stalled for a week until an accommodation was reached with
opponents of withholding.
The Senate was moving steadily
Monday toward final action on
Social Security when Sen. John
(Condoned On Pogo 2)
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Theatre group reaches fund drive goal
Officials of the Murray Calloway County Community
Theatre
announced early today
that their goal of 65.000 had been
r.-a( hed for the 1963 fund drive
"Naturally. e're very pleased:* said Board President Robert
Valentine, But we're not finished
Set " Valentine indicated that an
additional $2,500 will be sought in
order to assure the continued
(kin-rations of the theatre during
the summer
The first $5.01X1 raised until
March tOl4ill tig' 1104t4 Pled I)) a

grant from the Kentucky Arts
Council Any money raised in excess of the $5,000 will be matched
at 33 cents to the dollar by the
Governor's Challenge Grant
Valentine praised fund drive cochairpersons Pat Kiesow and
Marvin Mills for their efforts -Of
course.
past president
Bill
Phillips. the board and the whole
Community Theatre organization
are essential to this success. but
Pat, Marvin and Louise Weatherly. are doing an especially fine
job"

According to Kiesow, local
business contributions are the current focus of the fund drive.
-Theatre can bring tourists and
visitors to Murray; it can
stimulate shopping, dining, and is
a major consumer in its own
right," she said "Moat businesses
know that it pays to support the
theatre "

Contributing businesses thus far
in the campaign include Bank of
Murray. Peoples Bank. Fisher
Price Toys, Chuck's Music, KenLake Foods. Bright's. the Murray

Ledger & Times, Century 21Loretta Jobs Realtors, Eddy
Creek Resort. and Pier I Imports.
Although the fund drive will end
March 30, Valentine said contributions and memberships will be accepted throughout the year The
current production at the
Theatre's Playhouse in the Park is
the Ned Simon comedy "The Odd
Couple." which will conclude this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Performances begin at I p.m. For
reservations and ticket information. call 79'-1752.

Lawmakers look to Ruckleshaus for changes
Its WILLIAM KIIONHOLM
Associated Press Writer
W ASHINGT( IN Al'
William
I) Ru kelshaus should w in swift
onfirmation as the next turf of
the F.m.ironmental Protef tion
Ageres but lawmaker, say they
want assurarti es that his nomiria
non binges the :igen, y riot just
the name of its administrator
Congressmen arid senators of
both parties said It u( kelshaus
named by President Reagan on
Monday to beiTorrie EPA chief, is
well-qualified for the job
Senate Majority I .C.11111'r 10Via 1-(1
II
k er .1r predicted that - he'll
f onfirmed overwhelmingly"
And N.II(I ttl.• nomination will
r ••11...• quit k f onsifieration on the
senatef or possibly In kfarly
s.

10.bert stafford It-Vt
f If. tivriatr FrivIrron

ment Committee, said ')-onfirma•
lion hearings will begin "as soon
as the White House send& us thiw,
necessary papers "
But Sen Gary Hart, 1)-0010 a
member of the Environment Committee, said. "There will be very
intensive scrutiny and questioning, not to his character or
bat kground, but rather the degree
he is committed
in carrying out
the environmental laws of this
country I think we'll try to get
bun on record as firmly as we can
on that "
In announcing Ruckelshaus'
norinnatron. Reagan called him
the right man for the right job at
the right time " He replaces Anne
M(41111 Burford, who resigned
under the pressure of a half-dozen
congressional investigations
It will be Ruckelshaus' second
turn at the helm of the EPA He

was iLs first administrator from
1970 to 1973. during the Nixon administration.
I.ater, as deputy attorney
general during the Watergate
scandal, Kuckelshaus was fired
by Nixon as part of the ,Saturday
Night Massacre" when he refused
the president's order to discharge
Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox
uckelshaus. appearing with
Reagan at the White House, said
he had been promised a "free
hand" in bringing the troubled
agency under control and resolving ( harges of mismanagement
and political manipulation
He said his first priority will be
to "get on with this enormously
complicated job of (-leaning up our
air and water and protecting our
citizens against toxic
substances "

Chairmen of House subcommittees investigating EPA said
Ruckelshaiis was bringing excellent credentials to the job. but
questioned whether his appointment signaled a change in direction for the agency.
"Mr. Ruckelshaus is no more
the solution to the problem than
Mrs. Burford was the problem,"
said Rep. Elliott H. Levitas, DGa., chairman of the House Public
Works investigations subcommittee.
"It's like having a bad play with
a bad script," Levitas said. "No
matter what kind of star actors
you put in, it's still going to be a
flop until you change the script.Since 1976, Ruckelshaus has
served as a senior vice president
of the Weyerhaeuser Co., a giant
Umber and paper products firm
located near Seattle.

Search for missing 'copter crewmen continues
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the four other crewmen who
were aboard the aircraft until
relatives were notified
The helicopter and the bodies
were taken to the Little Creek
Navy Amphibious Kase aboard
the salvage and rescue ship Vdenton. according to 1st I,t Steve
Powell, an Army spokesman at
Eort Campbell, Ky., the home
base for the lost crew
Powell said the Army helicopter
was in Norfolk training with other
Army and Air Force crews that
%ere being qualified to take off
and land on Navy ships and to conIif

duct over the water operations "
The Coast Guard cutter Point
Huron continued to search just
east of Cape Henry for the other
three crewmen, but there is no indication any survived, Powell
said
The helicopter, from Company
A, 159th Aviation Battalion, of the
101st Airborne Division, sent a
distress message about 5- 25 p.m
Sunday, within minutes of
crashing. Ur Coast Guard
reported.
The helicopter crashed about 23
miles off the coast and about 10

Crews work to plug leak from derailed tank car
F (01(1

Ws:1)X. K1'

%
ri•%41 Wen' tr ), trig ti.
Irak in a railroad tanker
at that st as among 10 freight cars
that derailed earls todo at the
I• ,,t)Knox militar% reservation
(iff a n area
ti.id
feet in liauit,'t,'r at the derailment site, said capt John D
.'cr the forts public infor
I .:11c1

1, yr
1 her.' Vil-ff' Ilo

And Ili)

nerd for 4•% :II (half InS. tit' said
'1 he a( I 'dent occurred ahout
III oo an overpa.sN of the Illinois
(',tar al I ;iilf Ifailroad low riot far

from the t S (;old Repbsitory
The car that sprung a leak contained chloroprene, a colorless liquid chemical made from
af.iftylene and used to make synthetic rubber Driggers said the
ear was leaking at the rate of
about .50 gallons an hour
Base officials were told by state
1-nvironmental crews on the scene
that the leak did not pose a health
hazard
Crews from 1)u Pont chemical
company were called to the site to
rap the leak. Driggers said, ad-

ding that the tracks would be
cleared once that was accomplished
(7hloroprene is a hazardous
chemical in..that it can pose problems if it comes in contact with
human skin, officials at the scene
said It also can present a fire
hazard if exposed to heat
One of the other derailed cars
also contained chloroprene, but it
was not leaking. The third derailed tanker was empty at the time of
the accident and had been
transporting hydrochloric acid

Jobs bill okay near; Social Security bailout stalls
W AsHINGT()ti

(.011-

.'r 1••••• Is loll the' verge

of tompleting
the first ariti-ref ession bill of 1983.
hNt :110011 on the crucial tio( ial
se. or its fasiltuut ran kage is being
°tarn% i•rs over
If IA
,..dhhohling taxi-. from interest

and dividends
House and Senate negotiators
Monday night worked out a compromise on the anti-recession bill
that would provide $4 6 billion for
aid for the needy and for
thousands of public works jobs

The plan also would provide for
95 billion in urgently needed
federal loans to assure continued
payment of unemployment
benefits in 27 states and the
District of Columbia.

nautical miles from the
Chesapeake Lighthouse, Powell
said.
"Two other CH47s were out with
the one that crashed,"said Maj.
Bill Mulvey, 101st Airborne
Dimon public affairs officer.
"They saw this one go down ... and

they found the whole helo. It was
still afloat."
He said the crews of the two
helicopters apparently they saw
no signs of life near the downed

craft.
The Chinook is a medium lift
helicopter that can be used to
carry either troops or cargo. The
Army uses the craft primarily for
cargo shipment. Normally at least

three crewmen would be aboard,
Mulvey said. The Chinook can
carry up to 30 men.

(Censed From Page 1)
I see no need for it to be concerned soon will be found to be. Some
with an internal administrative smaller school districts don't have
structure," he said.
the capabilities to offer the core
He takes great pride in open courses required therefore these
communication with the board of freshmen will automatically be inregents and with everyone con- eligible," he added.
'cerned with the university.
Noting his obvious pride in Slip-I have no secrets. I will be en- pery Rock State College and his
tirely open and honest on all achievements there. Reinhard
issues," he said.
was asked why he was eager to
Noting his position as chairman leave. for the Task Force on Athletics
"First of all," he replied, "I'm
and the Pennsylvania State not eager to leave but I am inAthletic Conference in 1912, the terested in exploring other
subject of athletics was raised and
possibilities," he said.
Reinhard reported that Slippery
At Slippery Rock, according to
Rock State College has 72 varsity
Reinhard, the president does not
athletic teams.
work under contract and the
He says he feel athletic pro- salary ranks- relatively low as
grams are extremely important to compared to that of presidents of
a college or university but not so other state colleges.
must as to be a detriment to other
He again emphasized that he is
university programs.
happy a Slippery Rock and "may
"Athletic programs are a rallywell be there until I retire, but as I
ing point for a college, they bring said before, I am exploring other
some students in who otherwise
possibilities."
might not even consider attending
The 52-year-old Covington
that college."
native is married to the former
Concerning the National Col- Nancy Warner of Tampa, Fla.
legiate Athletic Association's They have four children, three of
change in eligibility requirements
which are college students.
for playing collegiate sports,
While on MSU's campus
Reinhard says that if given the opReinhard was to meet with the
portunity to vote on the issue he
board of regents, the president,
would have voted against it.
other top administrators, students
"I feel it's unconstitutional and
and faculty and staff.

Withholding...
(Continued Fr-am Page 1)
Melcher, 6:Mont.. offered an money-market accounts. The preamendment to delay the start of sent minimum is $2,500.
withholding from interest and
The amendment failed, 57-35.
dividends six months past the pre- But Dole said he will offer more
sent July 1 schedule — to Jan. 1, amendments in an attempt to
1964.
water down Melcher's proposal so
Dole, who has become the big- that the Senate would let it die and
gest champion of withholding, return to sonsideration of Social
assailed Melcher's effort as a new Security afnendrnents.
attempt by the American Bankers
Association to get its way. He accused ABA, which has led the
drive to repeal withholding, of "an
underhanded, heavy-handed cam(Continued From Page 11
paign... a disgraceful, shameful
campaign."
and communications plans for torAfter the Senate voted 58-37 to nadoes," Buntin said.
keep Melcher's amendment alive,
The exercise allows plans to be
Dole struck back. He offered an tested in a local simulation exeramendment to delay withholding cise. Any deficiencies in warning
only if the prime interest rate notification can be revamped so
charged by the nation's 10 largest that the community would be betbanks is below 6 percent on June ter prepared should an actual tor30. The prime rate, which is nado threaten,Titintin said.
generally the rate offered a bank's
Wright said thaw involved with
best corporate customers, is at the test alert will be evaluated for
10.5 percent.
performance and flow of comIn addition, Dole's amendment munication.
would have required banks to
At the time of the exercise,
allow savers with as little as $300 many communities will be testing
to invest in their high-yielding local warning systems.

Tornado...

Clark's condition concernsdoctors
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP) —
Barney Clark's deteriorating
kidney function and recurring

ble, she said.
"They (Clark's doctors) are
concerned about it," Ms. Brillfever have sent "concerned" doc- inger said.
tors back to the lab, looking for a
The 62-year-old retired dentist
possible infection t/iat may have --- haw experienced an intermittent
caused another setback for the ar- fever for the past two weeks,
tificial heart recipient.
hospital and family sources said.
Clark's daughter-in-law, Terry
Clark was still listed in fair condition today, his 1 1 lth on the Clark of Seattle, said she learned
plastic heart, but University of of the fever Sunday night from
Utah Medical Center Clark's wife. Una Loy.
"I've gotten the impression he's
spokeswoman Anne Brillinger
running a fever off and on, up
been
said his physicians were worried.
and down, for the past two
She said Monday that Clark's
weeks," she said Monday."I think
kidney functions had deteriorated
what everyone doesn't realize is
over a 24-hour period. Results of just how sick he is"
Lab tests today could determine "1 Director of Nursing Helen Kee
whether an infection is responsi- said late Monday that doctors did

not yet know how serious the infection might be. "I think
anything can be serious for Dr.
Clark, but Ws also treatable.
"I would be inclined to wait for
the laboratory reports," she said.
"I think everybody has a waitand-see attitude."
Doctors continued Monday to
wean Clark for brief periods from
the respirator that has aided his
emphysema-ravaged lungs, Ms.
Brillinger said.
Clark, whose weak lungs have
repeatedly slowed his recovery
since the air-driven heart was implanted Dec. 2 by Dr. William
DeVries, was ordered back on the
respirator last Wednesday when
he had difficulty breathing.
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Income tax issue threatens
Reagan's econOmic program
According to Martin Feldstein, chairman of the
president's Council of Economic Advisers, the most
serious threat to Mr. Reagan's economic program
is the attempt to repeal the indexing of the personal
Income Lax. This issue also may mean more to the
American taxpayer, in the long run, than any other
before the current Congress.
The tax cut bill passed by Congress in 1961 provided that income tax brackets would be indexed for
inflation beginning in 1985. This aspect of the bill
created such little controversy that many members
of Congress may have regarded it as a minor
technical fix in the tax law. What it did, however.
was end the windfall "profit" which the government has been reaping from inflation.
Let's say inflation is at 5 percent. A worker earning $20,000 a year gets a 5 percent wage increase to
cover the increase in the cost of living. He is no better off earning $20,000, but he is now in a tax bracket
demanding that he surrender a higher percentage
of his income to the Internal Revenue Service. In
terms of the buying power of the money he has left,
he has actually incurred a pay cut.
And the government has enjoyed the benefit of a
tax increase that no one in Congress had to vote for.
This "bracket creep" is patently unfair to the taxpayer, and the reason why taxes during the recent
years of inflation were taking an ever-larger bite
out of the private economy to support government
programs constantly growing in cost. Government
growth can never be kept in check unless this builtin bonus from inflation is removed from the tax
system — by indexing tax brackets to the rate of inflation.
If tax brackets were adjusted to reflect a 5 percent inflation rate, the worker earning a new salary
of $21,000 would pay the same percentage in taxes
that he paid under the old salary of $20,000. This
would not violate the principle of a progressive income tax because the worker's earnings in "real"
dollars had remained the same.
It is discouraging to hear Rep. Dan Rostenkowski
of the House Ways and Means Committee arguing
for repeal of indexing in the name of responsible
fiscal policy. This is not a matter of fiscal or
economic policy but a matter of keeping the tax
laws honest.
Rostenkowski says the government cannot afford
to give up the revenue which it would receive if we
are all subject to the hidden increase of bracket
creep in future years. Federal deficits already are
too high, he says.
Nonsense. If budget deficits are too high, the problem can be treated in an honest and straightforward way. Congress can either vote for tax increases or vote to reduce spending,
But RostenkowSki knows that tax increases are
unpopular with those who pay them, and spending
cuts are unpopular with beneficiarieed programs
that are cut. So he and many of his colleagues would
prefer to do neither. They would rather repeal indexing and let bracket creep do the dirty work of
raising new revenue. A sizable amount it would be
— $17 billion in 1986, $30 billion in 1967, $44 billion in
1988, all without a congressional vote for a tax inert/We.

m.c. g a rrott

garrott's galley

If Murray is not the friendliest city
in the world, it's awfully close to it
The people of Murray may not officially be the most friendly and the

most accommodating in the world,
but they can't be far from it.
It takes an outsider like a recent
visitor from Frankfort to make such
an assessment of our city, our county
and our people.
I met him the other day at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For a day or so before that. I had
noticed a big, pretty motor-hometype of recreational vehicle parked
way off in the southwest corner of the
hospital's spacious parking lot. And I
_thought when I first noticed it that its
owners probably were from out of
town and had come to the hospital in
it to see someone, and possibly were
staying in It at night.
"There should be an interesting
story in that," I thought one morning
as I walked past the vehicle, noticing
at the time the silhouette of a lady sitting in a big chair inside reading a
book. And there was.
• • •
The next day. the 30-foot-long vehicle was at the hospital's front door
when I walked up. Just about that
time, a side door opened and a man
stepped out. I thought for a moment
that it was my Murray State friend.
Pete Ryan. He looked enough like
Pete -- crew cut and all
to have
been his brother.
"Now that's the way to go home
from a hospital," I said, holding the
front door to the hospital open as we
entered together. "Yep," he said,
"I've come to pick up my grandciCafiter. She was hurt in an
automobile accident the other night.
Been here since Sunday."
Then we got acquainted and to talking. He turned out to be Scott Barbour, a long-time friend of former
Murray State President Harry
Sparks, Bob Miller and some other
kicals with state-wide political con-

nections
His granddaughter. Jane lJebbic
Barbour. is a freshman at Murra
State She had been injured w hen the
car in which she was riding hit a slick

spot on 94 West over In(rave's .4 kUn ty the night of Thursday, March 10.
went out of control and down an embankment
She had suffered a broken right
arm, cuts about the face, lost senile
teeth and was left with a multitude of
painful bruises
Also injured, cut about the f• il. and
suffering the loss of some teeth. was
one of her friends, SUSIC Patrick. a
Junior at Murray State and also from
Frankfort. A pretty girl, she, un•
fortunately, was one of the IS contestants in this year's Miss Murra
State pageant on Saturday night,
April 9.
• • •
They had been taken to the Community Hospital in Mayfield. from
which Kentucky- State Police had
notified their parents in Frankfort of
the accident
Jebbie's lather, Ronald. is in computer work with the state Re also is a
high school classmate and long-time
friend of Phil Bryan. the registrar
and deep of admissions at Murray.
State. He and her mother. Pippin. are
divorced, but both came immediately to Murray
Susie's father, Myron, is a
Frankfort pharmacist and a frequent
West Kentucky visitor, coining into
. this area to hunt and fish with Joe
Tom Erwin and Stan Key
After emergency treatment. the
girls were moved from Mayfield to
the Murray hospital, and Phil was

there to meet them, staying with
them until early the following morning when their parents arrived to find
their daughters rather painfully.
although not seriously injured
While they were in Murray. Ronald

stayed with Phil and Sarah at their
home on the Lynn Cereeye. Highway.
while Jebbie's mother stii•ed in a
private home near the hospital
Then things settled e It ew n as
everybody stood by until the girls
were able to be taken home. it being
spring break week at the university
• • •

Sitting there in the hebby of the
hospital, I had a Iller Visit with Scott
He is retired lie has been in all kinds
of successful ventures
ventures
such as a country ham franchise.
real estate, air service and the like.
Ile also has been around state
governme•nt for it long tune, and has
been particularly close to former
Governors I ,awrence Wetherb‘ arid
Bert Combs.
lie has his own airplane and has
_been a commercial hue It for 41; years
When 1.011111S Was cat111411K1111114 for
governor back in the early 196us.
Scott flew him all over the state
1.ater, when he.
KoVrIllot.
ScOff helped hull dedicate airports
from one end of the state. to the other.
including the one hen' at Shirra), as
well as the one at May field and at

Ijpkinsville
"In one day ahem.," he. laughed,
'•we dedicated 14 airpeerts across the
state
• • •
Scott couldn't say enenigh rue e
things about the kindnesses he and
his family had been extended by the
people of Murray He. told me how
Stuart Poston, the hospital administrator. personally had come to
the motor home Villefe If was parked
on the lot anti offered to move them
closer to the main building from
which they might be booked up with
electricity
•"
"I thanked him but told him
he said -If I had let him do that, it
could well have set a precedent. anel
the first thing he knew he would have
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Electronic bracelets may be
used to restrain prisoners
An interesting experiment that may well have a
marked influence on prison systems recently
started in Albuquerque. It brings jail house electronics into play.
About 30 misdemeanor offenders are taking part
In the experiment. They are serving their probaiion
terms within the confines of their own homes,
restrained only by an elecronic bracelet that informs on them if they try to leave.
The bracelet sounds an alarm in the probation office if the prisoner attempts to remove it or strays
more than 1,000 feet from his own telephone. If the
terms of probation allow the prisoner to attend
work, that can be handled, too. The bracelet contains a little receiver and a transmitter that emits a
digital code, listing the times of departure and arrival.
National Incarceration Monitor and Control Services, the maker of the bracelets, even has worked
out a computer test that checks from time to time to
see if the restraining equipment IS in proper working order.
Thl)experiment will be conducted for 90 days. If it
Is successful, the bracelets might be used
throughout the nation as a cheep replacement for
jails and prisons.
Thetis important, because the expense of containing criminals is growing by leaps and bounds.
Prison populations have Increased by one third in
the past four years, with more than 200,000 behind
bars. Nearly 7 million peoplepass through Jails and
prisons each year.
We will be watching the Albuquerque experiment
with great interest.

matter homes parked all lit enthe'
out there Just as we were You
do it for one, you do it for all, le, on
know I didn't want that. but it was
mighty nice of him tee offer the
power
Ile praised Phil and the. way he
came to the hospital to be with the
girls anti to stand in leer their familie-until they could come fe on e
Frankfort That's the kind of e ,en, eric
that wins students :Ind influences
parents, and there are. a lot ,el pe.pple
on the. facult and staff who dee that
kind tel thing regularly
I could compile. a long. empressiye
list eel such incidents that I Iler•Orlath
know of
know from experience. like. that is
is a comforting feeling tee know that
you have NO11111`inu• in the ftna mu Wilrte
your Soll Or daughter is going to col
lege. to whom 3,011 (Cr the) could turn
en times such as the Barbour, we'll'
experiencing
And the doctors." Scott went on
"There. were. four of them. and ttecy
were just great anti took such per.
sonal interest in the girls " These he
identified as Doctors Phillip K lappet
John Golberg, Rob Williams and Jim
Hart, Jr
Plat'e'

Ifec.spia
Deaths reported up little. Vied NI
;logics. 79
Mr and Mrs Rufus Eno( le Diet on
of near Browns Grove. will obsetAr
their :1st we.deling anniversary on
March 23
The Re's It II Winchester will
retire. April 2(.1 as pastor of thee' !lard
Raptist Church lie has been in the.
ministry for over 43 Nears

business mirror

john cunniff

Hopeful home-buyers have 'cut price'alternatives
NEW YORK ( API -- Though housing prices remain stable and interest
rates have fallen, millions of families
wishing to own a house dill maintain
they cannot afford one. They might
be wrong.
Discussions with builders, lenders,
owners, sellers, and real estate people repeatedly bring up many -cutprice" options available to those who
really want to own•house and don't
mind working for it.
Here are a few of them:
• The fix-up house remains, as
always, the first choice. While
nothing is certain, many such homes
have appreciated enormously in
value. But a buyer has to take a risk
— and then work hard.
• The two-family or three-family
house remains a favorite of those
who are strapped for funds. In many
If not most instances they cost no
more than single-family houses, but
the income totally makes a big dent
In the monthly payment
•In recent years the full-site factorybuilt home has become more of an
alternative. Once scarped by many
would-be buyers and prohibited by
some towns, they are now built to
meet all building codes
A factory bulk home can be a weaned alphile home, but it need not

be Full-size, three bedroom, twobath homes are now-Welt indoors and
shipped to the site There they are
lifted onto the foundation by crane

than 20 percent of the final product,

and locked in by the local agent's
crew, while plumbers and electricians make their connections The
next day or soon after, the occupants
are handed the key.
Some builders can deliver small,
three-bedroom, one-bath furnished
units for about $25,000. The buyer's
additional coats are for land, site
clearing, foundation and water and
sewer connections.
• Big savings are possible if you build
your own house. It doesn't mean you
have to be aldlled at various trades,
but it does require that you assume
the role of general contractor.
It means you must find a lot,
develop a set of plans with an architeLt or engineer, obtain a construction mortgage, find and
schedule subcontractors, inspect the
work,obtain the certificates.
Velem someone is familiar with
the procedures, or can contract with
the architect or engineer for regular
visits to the site, it is best to take a
bomsbuilding course. The investmentan be worth IL
•&nee land la so large a factor in the
price ot a hones. °IA 'costing more

search them out. A typical situation

the person who obtains a good lowcost lot begins with an advantage
Such lots exist, but you must

is a lot in a settled neighborhood that
has remained unsold for what appear
to be obvious reasons, such as steep
grade or rock outcroppings Such
problems aren't always insurmountable, as a good engineer can

Twenty years ago
Cong Frank A Stubblefield has
notified Murray Ma or Holmes Ellis
of approval of Housing and Rome
Finance Agency of a fe4leral grant of
$24,000 for street improvements and
storm drainage structures for the CI
ty of Murray
Deaths reported include Noah I.
Pendergrass.83
Max B Hurt and Waylon Rayburn.
national officers of Woodmen of the
World. will be featured speakers at
Kentucky WOW Converit-ton at
Paducah March 24 to 26
Melissa Henry. Carole Outland and
Linda Bury are among II Murray
State College students who have
registered for a five-week summer
tour of Europe. sponsored by MSC
The Rev and Mrs It C. Iltim:
phreys of Hodgenville are the guests
of her parents. Dr and Mrs 'WC
Chiles

sometimes demonstrate
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Thirty years ago '
About 100 Legionaires from 24
counties in Western Kentucky are at•
tending the Area A Conference of
Kentucky Department of American
Legion at Kenlake Hotel
Deaths reported include Mrs Myrtle Walker. 71. and Mrs Rosie Turn'
bow
Joe Pat Hackett, son of Mr anti
Mrs Pat Hackett of Murray, was initiated into
Tau Sigma fraternity

at Georgia Institute of Technology at
Atlanta, Ga
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club had a progressive
luncheon at the homes of Mrs Vester
Orr,' Mrs., Marvin Fulton and Mrs
G B. Scott—
Janice Crawford of St. Louis, Mo..
Is the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie B. Crawford.
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n
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Contest winners
named at schools

CALLOWAY HIGH WINNER - Dale Torsak, center, was overall winner and
also had first place in drawing in Art Contest by Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club. At left is Evelyn Wallis, contest chairman,and at right is
Larry Dunn,Calloway County High School Art Teacher.

Y HIGH WINNER - Holly Knight center, was overall winner in Art
Contest by Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club. At left la Evelyn
Wallis, contest chairman, and at right is Bettye School, Murray High School Art
Teacher. Not pictured are Mike Daniel and Mark Wilson,first piece winners.

Winners in the art contest sponsored by the
Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club have been
announced.
This contest is sponsored for art students at
Murray High School with
Bettye Scott as teacher
and at Calloway County
High School with .Larry
Dunn as teacher.
Murray winners were
as follows:
• Holly Knight overall contest winner,
• Mike Daniel - first
place, mixed media:
• Mark Wilson - first
place, photography.
Calloway winners were
as follows.

• Dale Torsak
overall contest winner
and first place in drawing:
• Ray Kern - first
place. watercolor;
• Douglas Brown first place. mixed media;
• Terry Smith - first
place, painting;
•Greg Hendrick - first
place, photography.
The judge was Jerry
Speight of the Art Department faculty of Murray
State University.
Evelyn Wallis was contest chairman for the
Creative Arts Department and Pam Thornton
was department
photographer.

Community events listed
Tuesday, March 22
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6.30 p.m at Murray Woman's Club House

FIRST PLACE WINNERS - Calloway County High School students placing
first in Art Contest by Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
were, from left, front row, Ray Kern, Douglas Brown, Dale Torsak, back row,
Terry Smith and Greg Hendrick.
PADUCAH, KY
3202 KENTUCKY AVE.
HWY 148 SO. Of HERRIN, It.
TOWN PIMA SHOPPING CENTER
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.

SPECIAL SALE
BLOUSES

Tuesday, March 22
Wednesday, March 23
Bethel Baptist Bible
Free blood pressure
Study will be at 6 p.m. at checks will be given for
home of David Cunn- senior citizens at Hazel
ingham, Utterback Road. Center which will be open
Tau Phi Lambda
from 10 a.m. to-2 p.m.
Sorority of Woodmen of
Murray Duplicate
World is scheduled to Bridge Club will meet at 7
Thursday, March 24
meet at 7 p in at WOW p m at Gleason Hall,
Front Porch Swing is
Hall
North 12th and Payne scheduled to rehearse at 7
Streets. For information p.m. at First Christian
Eva Wall Group of call 489-2244 or 753-8345.
Church.
Memorial Baptist Church
Murray TOPS take off
Women will meet at 7
Golden Age Club will
p rn at home of Lillie pounds sensibly ; Club meet at 11:30 a.m. in
will meet at 7 p.m. at social hall of First United
Mae Boren
Health Center.
- --Methodist Church.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting iii— Humane
is scheduled to meet at 8
Murray Civitan Club
p m. in western portion of Society has been changed will meet at 7 p.m. at
March
29.
to
livestock and Exposition
Homeplace Restaurant.
Center
Carter School ParentCalloway County
Teacher Organization
Murray. High School will meet at 7 p.m. at the Church Softball League
will have open house for school.
will have an organizaincoming freshmen for
tional meeting at 7 p.m.
----!Whool year 1983-84 and
Junior recital by Tern at Westside Baptist
their parents will be at Taylor will be at B p.m. in Church. North 15th
7.30 p in at the high Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Street.
school
Arts Center. Murray
Zeta Department of
Wranglers Riding Club State University
Murray
Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p m at
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Wednesday, March 23
Robert 0. Miller Annex
I.adies day luncheon clubhouse.
I use back entrance). For
information call 759-1869 with Madelyn Lamb and
SIDS sudden death
Ann Doran as chairmen
or 753-8550.
will be served at noon at syndrome) Group will
Murray Country Club meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Bridge will be at 9 30 Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets.
.--1,ecture-demonstration
Chapter 50 of Disabled
on movement will be by
Choreographer Martha American Veterans and
/111=csTritirTTNIMINNa
Bowers at 3 p.m. in small Auxiliary will meet at 7
1.tr =1777 I.77TIO
ballroom of University p.m. at Legion Hall.
('enter. Murray State
Open house will be at 7
central cowing 713-331 4
Youth Group of First
p.m. at Multi-Age
Presbyterian Church will
Classroom in Early
meet 6:30p.m. at church.
Childhood Education
Center. For information
Lenten service will be
call 759-4004.
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Sixth annual
Distinguished Lecture in
Monthly Workers
Business Administration
meeting of Memorial
at Murray State UniversiBaptist Church will be at
ty will be at 6:30 p.m. in
7 p.m. at church.
University Center banquet room. For informa1)ouglas Center will be tion call 7624970.
open from 10 a.m. to 2
p m. for activities by
MSU Intercollegiate
senior
citizens.
eltesawit et. 7113-3814
Rodeo will open at 7:30
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Thursday, March 24
Thursday, March 24
p.m. at Exposition
Mothers Morning Out
Center, College Farm will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Road.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
First Baptist Church
information call 759-1087 WMU Bible Study will be
or 753-6069 anytime, 753- at 7 p.m. in church
4126 evenings or 762-2963 parlor.
days.
Mothers Day Out will
Children's Bible Drill of be at 9 a.m. at First BapBlood River Baptist tist Church.
Association will be at 7
p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Lecture on "Women in
Church.
China: Tradition and
Change" will be at 7 p.m.
Senior citizens ac- in University Center
tivities will be from 10 auditorium, Murray
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel State University.
and Douglas Centers and
Community Theatre
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
will present "The Odd
Ellis Center.
Couple" at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.

Hospital dis• missals released
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday,
March 18, was 156 adults
and one in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Paul D. Bell, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. Rose Marie
Wade, Rt. 1, Dexter;
John W. Sanders, Rt. 1,
New Concord; Thomas J.
Ford, Rt. 6; Billy Ray
Potts, Rt. 7; Bart Lee
Crider, 210 Charlotte Dr.,
Clinton;
Mrs. Mavis Lee
Schroeder, Rt.1, Almo;
Paul Erwin, Rt. 7; Miss
Judith A. Morgans. 825
Glendale Rd.; Mrs. Alice
L. Lax, New Concord;
Elijah Balentine, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Leona B.
Boren, Rt. 1, Dexteri
Lawrence S. Philpot,
Rt. 2; Miss Ashley D.
Teckenbrock, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. Dana G.
Crouch, Rt. 1; Mrs.
Freda C. Carrawa-y, Rt.
2; Bobby Caldwell, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Wally Warnice,
New Concord;
Freeman E. Sykes,
23811 Tawas Ave., Hazel
Park, Mich.; Mrs. Zella
J. Futrell, Rt. 3; William
E. Crider, 808 Sycamore
St.; J.B. Wilson, El Fox
Meadows; Mrs. Marie E.
Saxon, Rt. 1, Mayfield:
Etheridge Blackard, Rt.
3, Dresden,Tenn.
Mrs. Sylvia E. wilson,
Rt.. 1; Mrs. Robert
Ferguson, 815 South
Fourth St.; Thomas B.
Nance, 747 Riley Q.;
Mrs. Sarali Mae Janes,
1717 Melrose; Mrs. Eula
Roes, Kirkasy; Mrs. Er-

ma Outland, 509 South
13thSt.;
Mrs. Novella F. Patterson, 714 Elm St.; John C.
McCuiston, Rt. 5; Mrs.
Lula Hurt, Rt. 3; Robert
L. Burton, Rt. 7, Benton;
Mrs. Viola L. Harris, Rt.
1, Indian Mound, Tenn.;
Mrs. Beatrice Broach,
Rt. 6.

Ve Sevems
speaker at
club meeting
Ve Severns was guest
speaker at the meeting of
the Welcome Wagon Club
on Thursday, March 10,
at 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre, U.S.
Highway 641 North.
The speaker discussed
the "Use of Window
Treatment."
Arrangements for the
fund raising card and
games party to be Friday, April 79, at 7 p.m.
were discussed.
Money from the party
wW be dented to the
Calloway Fire-Rescue
Squad and the Adult Activities Class of Comprehensive Care Center.
Tickets can be obtained
from Bev Peckenpaugh
at 759-4.517 or Jeanette
Schwan at 753-3278.
Refreshments were
provided by Sal Wynn.
Members present were
Martha Wrablik, Madge
Woodard, Sal Wynn,
Jeanette Schwan, Nancy
Mehr, Vatican' Davis.
Bev Peckaapaugh and
Cheryl Naulty..,
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DECA winners named
The DECA Club Retailing Class of the MurrayCalloway Vocational
School recently attended
the Regional Competition
at Murray State University.
The students of the
Retailing Class were
among 23 schools of the
Western Kentucky area
at the meeting.
First place winners
were Carol Garner. Civic
Consciousness Manual;
Melissa Sheppard.
-General Merchandising
Supervisor; Shay
Guthrie. Sales
Demonstration.
Second place winners
were Nicky McKinney.
Free Enterprise Manual:
Chuck Storey, Food
Marketing Manual; Nan-

Your Individual
Horoscope

Fraaces Drake

cy Fogle, Chapter Free
Enterprise Manual; Barbara Futrell. General
Mer.diandising Manual.
Third place winners
were Patty Martin. Apparel and Accessories
Manual; Daiuta McLeod.
Finance and Credit
Manual; Roger Moore.
Food Marketing Manual:
Dewanna Pace. DECA
Creed Speech; Tammy
Chadwick. Creative
Marketing Manual.
Fourth place winners
were Tens Brandon, Pepsi Learn and Earl
Manual; Cindy Eldridge.
Apparel and Accessories
Manual; Lisa Mitchuson.
Finance and Credit
Manual; Sandra Hensley,
Advertising Services;
Patty Martin. Chapter
Activities Manual; Lori
Morgan. Job Interview
Fifth place winner was
Jennjfer Underhill.
General Merchandising
Supervisor.
Local DECA winners
placing first, second and
third received trophies
and will attend state competition in Louisville
March 27 to 29. Those who
placed fourth and fifth
received certificates.
Don Darden is advisor
for the Murray DECA

FOR WEDNESDAY.
MARCH 23,19
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth sign.

Heidi Ellen Seltzer born
Mr. and "Mrs Steve Seltzer of Paducah are the
parents of a daughter. Heidi Ellen, weighing eight
pounds five ounces. born Fnilay. March 18. at
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah They have a
son. Derek.3

The mother is the former Denise Hook of Murray
Grandparents are Mrs Peggy Hook of Murray and
the late B B Hook. and Mrs Francis Seltzer of
Paducah and the late Neil Seltzer

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include Eveyn Price of Murray and
Virgie Treas of kirksey from Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah. and Dalton Austin of Hazel from
Henry County i;eneral Hospital. Pans, Tenn

Carter PTO will meet
The Parent-Teacher Organization of Carter
Center Murray Elementary Schools I will meet
tonight t Tuesdayt at 7 p.m. at the school Martha
Andrus, a spokesman for the PTO. urges al 11.D1,0
of the Calloway County Church Softball league will
be Thursday. March 24, at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. North 15th Street. Any church interested in participating in the church league
should have a representative present at the Thursday meeting. For more information call Tom

Clendenen at 759-9644.

Lecture to be Thursday
John F. Daly, chairman of the board of directors
and chief executive officer of Hoover Universal will
deliver the sixth annual Distinguished Lecture in
Business Administration at Murray State University on Thursday. March 24. at 6 30 p in The lecture
will follow a buffet dinner in the University Center
banquet room. Tickets are $8 eat-h and reservations
may be made by contacting Dr Rex Galloway at
7624970

DATEBOOK
Style show scheduled
.1 he Mayfield Chapter of the Junior Welfare
League will have a spring style show. "A Touch of
Spring," on Sunday. March 27, at 2 p.m at the
Mayfield Commons The cost of $4 per person will
include dessert and tickets may be purchased at the
loor or from any League member
The League also is planning a Derby Dance Friday. May 6, from ttp m to midnight at St Joseph
Parish Center Music will be furnished by
Breathern

Parents group will meet
Parents Anonymous will meet Thursday. March
24. at 6:30 p m For further information regarding
the location. transportation and nursery facilities.
all 759-1087 or 753-6089 anytime. 753-1126 evenings
and 762-2963 days
P A is a self-help group to help prevent damaging relationships between parents and their
children and for parents who have a difficult time
aping with their children Confidentiality is maintained and all P A services are free, a spokesman
said

Quilt event planned
The KentucKy Heritage Quilt Society will conduct
its last Interview Training Program on Thursdas
and Friday. March 24 and 25. at Kenlake State
Resort Park. lit I. Hardin. at Aurora This oral
history project encompasses the identification of
quiltmakers, how to conduct a professional interview anti record keeping
Cuesta Benberry, a nationally-known quiltmaker
and lecturer from St Louis. Mo • will lecture Friday at 11 a in on 'Afro-American Quiltmakers and
Their Work Mrs Benberry's lectures are open to
the public (17ee of charge

SIDS group will meet
SIDS 'sudden death syndrome ) Support I :roup
will meet Thursday, March 24. at 7 30 p in at

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erkDon't insist on your own way
with a family member.
Recreational pursuits help to
alleviate worry and stimulate
Specials Good
you mentally.
TAURUS
Mon-Fri
(Apr. 20 toMay 20) tidRf7
11-4
You'll meet some shrewd
operators today and would do
well to rely on your own
research before coming to important decisions.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20)
Finances could be a source
Reg 2 99 Only
of dissension with others.
You'll gain valuable feedback
for your ideas from a friend
this evening.
SCOUT BAKE — Winners in Grand Bake by Murray Girl Scout Core were, BetCANCER
sy Whitfield, left, Meat Casserole, and Brandy Hamby, second left, Drop
June 21 to July 22) SO Cookies, both from Junior Troop
an: Tints Hudson, right, Pizza, C,adette Troop
Some confusion occurs on
3311S. Thee girls were awarded prizes, participation ribbons and a Grand Bake
the job. A higher-up may be
touchy, but can be reasoned Patch and will advance to the Bear.Creek Service Center Grand Bake, Paducah,
with. Wait until the proper mo- on March 36. Judges were, back row,from left, Alice Outland and Mary Lawson.
ment.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll have to sort fact from
rumor today. Late evening
you'll have a clearer
perspective. Sidestep MIAMI AP) - Bad
clandestine activities.
weather in Guatemala
VIRGO
and Honduras has turned
( Aug. 23 toSept. 22) WP%. a banana surplus into a
Friends and money don't shortage and will drive
mix favorably today. Some
price of the fruit, a
confidential information you up the
Del
Monte
executive said
'benefit.
Acreceive is to your
Monday.
cent discretion.
A storm last week blew
LIBRA
about 70 percent of
down
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 Lien
Care is needed M business the banana plants in the
transactions today. Some two countries. said Sam
ideas being voiced now are im- Gordon, president of Del
practical. A loved one is your Monte Banana Co.
best confidant.
-It would affect proSCORPIO
duction in the two coun(Oct. 71 to Nov.21) ntif4fC tries by 18 million to 20
Matters of ethics affect million boxes," Gordon
work. Though a co-worker said, estimating the value
may anger you, you'll see eye- of the lost crop at more
to-eye with a higher-up. Let than $140 million.
753-5548
SkOa.
reason prevail.
high winds wreck- 107 N. 12th
The
aritepi
SAGITTARIUS
ed the crop around the
4
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) ‘
Some problems may arise in middle of last week.
connection with children that
you'll be able to solve by day's
end. Enjoy intellectual pursuits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
A fighting mood will get you
nowhere with a loved one.
Avoid temperament and you'll
mach a satisfactory agree-

Western Sizzlin Steak Houses
Monday 8 Oz. Chop
$7/ 99

u4o-

at(M Bananas may
be scarce

Tues. 6 Oz. Chop With Salad
$259
Wed. Free Salad With
80z. Chop
406 12th $299 759-5555

McDonald's
Quarter-Pounder Cones

Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh arid
Ohsa‘treets This is for any parent who has lost a
chthror soung adult through sudden death. accident
or natural death
The group is composed of parents who have lost
children and want to share their feelings with other
parents in the same group, according to Lillian
Robertson. licensed practical nurse with the
depaftment For---inionnation persons may
the
center at 753-3381

Bible drill Thursday
The Children's Bible Drill for the Blood River
Baptist Association will be Thursdas. March 24. at 7
p.m at Memorial Baptist Church This is open to all
chihiren of churches in the association. an as_so.- ta
Ilona! spokesman said

crixrs;ct

Bobbles From Bobbie
"WEDDING FASHIONS"
rtioh the Royat Wedding of lady Diana still fresh
41 our minds we still see several styles that reflect
the tone of her wedding The fashion statement
she made was newer look for the 1 8 s however
11
not for fashion in general he, v't ing about her
wedding gown was taken from designers
0
throughout history
The full princess sleeves edged at the elbow with
ioce has been around for hundreds of years but it
; hod been put on a shelf in fashion until Diana
brought it back to life-again
)711
isi Snug fitted waistlines have always been a strong
feature in ladies clothing It represented-the idea
of not only youth buy in the 1 700 $ it indicated
wealthiness (the smaller your waist usually meant
you had on a corset that was laced down the bach
meaning you hod a maid or servant to lace it for
you locating you could afford servants !
Sometimes young girls ages 8 to 14 were sewn
into their corsets (and released only once o week
for a bath) to shape their rib cages into a smaller
sire and as they got older their waist line would
naturally be tiny
Full billowy skirts such as Princess Diana's were
popular even as for back as the Victorian Ira Different fabrics hove been used over the centuries
with this years favorite being satin and taffeta
1 Cathedral length trains ore still a desirable
feature on wedding gowns Do consider however
that for most churches Princess Di s train would
have gone down the aisle out the door and across
the street The train of your dress should be in pro
portion to the aisle you will walk down
Veils are of course the completing piece to any
wedding ensemble Whether they are shoulder
length fingertip chapel or cathed ral lengths
Styles ore dependent on you r gown your tIste and
of course your budget,
...
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The Best
Buy In
Town,

at Countryside Nursery
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AQUARIUS
(Jan.10to Feb. IS)
Do your best to minimize
distractions on the }ob. - A
friend seems like a nuisance,
though relations with loved
ones go well.
PVICE3
(Feb. lino/Au.20) Xe
Avoid unfeasible tangents
and you'll have seeress on the
jab. Make sure that others'instnietions are understood by
all concerned.
YOU BORN TODAY are
practical, yet culpable of
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SALE

BEDDING PLANTS

1/4 OFF
Suites &
Dresses
Guys lk Dolls
Olympic Plaza
Hwy.641 N. Murray
753-9690

LAWN SPRAYING

New Service To This Area
Offered on a one time basis or on a yearly contract
consisting of 4 sprayings throughout the year. Includes fertilizer, pre-emergent & broadleaf weed
control. Free Estimates.

PRE-EASTER

1

Visit our new 1,800 sq. ft. Greenhouse, Full Selection of Flower & Vegetable Bedding Plants. Foliage
Plants,& Hanging Baskets.

LAWN MAINTENANCE

e

Complete Lawn Care & Maintenance Service. Mowing — Trimming — Edging, Fertilization of Lawn,
Shrubs & Trees. Seeding, Weed Control & Pruning.

LANDSCAPING
4 Qualified Designers
Design & Installation of new Landscapes
Renovation of existing Landscapes
Tree & Shrub casualty appraisal

ARK

0
4

COUNTRYSIDE NURSERY

1907 Coldwater Rd. Highway 121 N. Murray, Kinhecky (502)753-3188
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Thursday is Western Day at Wal-Mart. All our associates will be
dressed as cowboys and cowgirls. At 5:30 p.m. we will award a
$15.00 gift certificate for the customer dressed as the best dressed
cowboy or cowgirl.
You are invited to attend:
Farmer Appreciation Day on Friday March 25. All area farm implement companies will have a big show for the p6blic to view.
The Little Mr. and Miss Wal-Mart Contest on Friday March 25 at
7:00 p.m.
The Spring Fashion Show on Saturday March 26 at 2:00 p.m.
Gospel Singing at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday March 27.
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Crest
Toothpaste

FLEX

MAI %As.

1.74

Save 17%
Wire Fish Basket
•13x180mcj
•Double.Trop
•Reg. 2.96

9

•6.4 Oz. Tube
•Regular, mint or gel •

13.96

ur

114.•,4 e

2.43

General Electric

Flex Shampoo or
Conditioner 16 Oz

Steam Dry Iron

•

Reg. 1.00
Save 18%
3-Pack
Washcloth
•100% Cotton
'Assorted colors

Wal-Mart Everyday Low Prices
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Ladies Satin
Stripe Knit Tops

,,,t.•• 1 1
Ladies
Active Shorts

Save 1 44
Mena Rainbow
Baseball Shirt

Mins Novelty
1-Shirts
•
•

•

Terrific Sdvingst

Gym Dandy
Deluxe 4 Leg Swing Set
•

.• ;

'

I r it

:."It (lt)d11( lf.11/1'/1'
4044.

.

1.43

Save 2700
Wal-Marl Oil Fillers

WAL-MART COUPONS

Terrific Savings'
Eureka
Steel Canister
Vacuum Cleaner
With Tools
••
11F, molOr

Save 4 20 with
Mail-In Rebate

Conair
10(

Cloan Air Machine

thorough cleaning •All sleet

canister construction
•Atx)ve-the 'tow Ciediling
tools lot drapes hard
surface floors etc

*No 3320
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

on the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
Whether you are a
novice do-it-yourselfer or
a professional mechanic,
one of the most widely used tools in your workshop
is sure to be a wrench. It
could be an adjustable
wrench or a monkey
wrench or a Stinson
wrench or any one of a
dozen other types, but a
wrench nevertheless.
Wrenches and pliers
often are used interchangeably, but they
shouldn't be Pliers are
for holding and gripping
things, as well as for cutting and turning them
Wrenches have a principal function — to turn
nuts, bolts, caps, screws,
plus various threaded
parts, although certain
kinds may be used for
gripping. Generally,
when a nut must be
tightened or loosened,
think first of using a

wrench
You can avoid considerable trouble if you
remember a wrench
should be pulled and not
pushed, the only exception being when you are
using it in close quarters
and are aware of what
can happen When it is
pushed and slips or when
the nut gives way suddenly, your fingers can get
skinned or smashed, not
to mention the possibility
that you might lose your
balance and fall from a
Ladder or chair

Sometimes, a worker
who cannot get a nut to
turn will place a piece of
pipe over the wrench handle to give it extra
leverage This is a bad
practice, because a
wrench is made to withstand a certain amount of
pressure for a tool its
size Increase the
leverage and you can
damage the wrench, or
strip threads or break
parts

A wrench is more likely
to slip if its opening does
not fit the nut or whatever
is being turned. Besides
the possibility of being injured, you risk the chance
the nut might be damaged and then resist
removal It's a good idea.
it you want to avoid this,
to use a penetrating oil or
some other lubricant

_If, for some reason, you
had to get along with a
single wrench in your
house, it would have to be
an adjustable wrench,
preferably what is called
a double-end type. since
both ends have adjustable jaws The jaws
of this wrench are
straight and (-an be opened to different widths so
they fit nuts and bolts of

made to aid in the freeing
of "frozen" parts

different sues A doutmend, open-end wrench has
openings at both ends to
fit different-sized sun
dard nuts and bolts, but
cannot be adjusted
Some wrenches of this
type have one open end
and one box end, which is
circular with notches in it
so that it fits over a nut
rather than at the sides if
it others have these n.4ched circles at both ends
If you work with
mechanical equipment
that utilizes hexagonal
nuts and cap screws with
hexagonal heads, a set of
socket wrenches with the
proper ridges in the open
ings (-an save you a lot of
trouble Even if you UNE
mechanical equipment
with standard screws anti
nuts, socket wrenches
with square openings
rather than hexagonal
ones are advisable
Every house should
have a wrench that has

:11Vilar

toothed jaws and a large
turning nut to make the
)aw openings smaller and
larger
The most common kind
is called a Stinson or pipe
wrench Its job is to hold
and turn pieces of pipe
and other round objects
When working with pipes.
two wrenches are required. one for turning
arid one for gripping If
uu don't do it that way .
teu are like!) to throw
the entire. pipeline out of
%hack
A so-called
tlionko wrench looks and
works like a SIIIISOI1
wrench except its jaws
are smooth
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Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful information in And l.eng's
handbook
Practic al
Horne Repairs
whit h
can be obtained h sending SI 'JO tii this
newspaper
at Box 5,
Teaneck. Ni 07F,&
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here's the answer
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I'm making a
choice soon between
various kinds of
weatherstripping that I
intend to install myself in
place Of the old kind we
have now and which is
ready to be replaced. I'm
leaning toward the type
with self-adhesive on it
after a protective paper
is peeled off. Will this
adhesive continue to perform even when the
weather is very cold? The
temperature in our area
gets below zero three or
four times a year.
A. -- Self-adhesive
weatherstripping would
be useless if it didn't hold
in very low

temperatures The kinds
of adhesive used in
weatherstripping will
stick even in sub-zero
weather
Q. -- Instead of using
conventional varnish
remover that takes off
the old finish, I have been
advised to use a special
furniture refinishing liquid that dissolves some
of the old finish but not all
of it. I have been told this
liquid removes the wax,
dirt and anything else put
on the wood over the
years and that it prepares
what is left of the old
finish for the application
of the liquid refinisher.
Do you know anything
about this?

A
Yes These are
basically oil products
However, read the labels
carefully, as they usually
will not work well on synthetic finishes They are
designed for standard
finishes, such as varnish.
shellac and lacquer
Our house was
painted about three years
ago. It generally is in
good condition, except in
one area where there is a
flaking. Do I have to repaint the entire house or
can I touch up the bad
section'
A. - Try touching it up
It probably will work and
it can't do any harm
Scrape off the loose paint
and sand it smooth before.

you paint Your biggest slowly and don't tr% to
problem may be in mat- open the window with
ching the old paint, since force alone, it eventually
it will have taken on sonic will yield Whatever you
dirt and dust If, after you do, avoid the common
have finished scraping mistake of trying this
and sanding, you can see with a screwdriver bladethe bare wood, prime instead of a putty knife
such spots before pain- blade It's a sure way to
ting
mar the window sash and
molding
Q
Our house recently was painted and we
We have. an old
now find several of the. metal stove for burning
windows are stuck shut wood that has become
What Is the best way to rusted How can We get
free them"
rid of the rust and what
A
Insert a putty kind of paint should we
knife blade between the use for the finish"
sash and the molding and
A
Scrape and
tap the handle gently
wire-brush the- rust until it
Carefully move the blade is gone or at least almost
up and down to crack the gone and very smooth
paint seal If vou work Clean the metal
thoroughly with a strong
detergent Wash with
clean water and allow tic
dry- Apply two coats of
vises comparing two one of the rust-inhibiting,
chairs by weight The heatresisting paints
heavier the chair, the - made especially for
denser the foam from barbecue grills,
which it is constructed. fireplaces and such
he says, and you can equipment
assume the heavier chair
Is the better one
The teclunques of usCompare also by sitting ing varnish, lacquer.
down hard and leaning shellac', stain, bleach,
way back A good chair remover, etc , are detailwill fight you but you will ed in Andy Lang's
probably be able to push booklet, Wood Finishing
the back of a less sturdy in the Horne,- availablechair right down to the by sending 50 cents and a
floor, says Al Harmon, Icing, stamped. selfpresident of Alternative's addressed envelope to
Another test is to get up Know-How. 1'() Box 477,
quickly from a chair, Huntington. NY 11743
observing how quickly Questions of general inthe foam recovers its terest will be answered in
shape The better the the column
chair, the faster the
recovery,said Itannoti
ELEGANT 1
A test everyone should
FRENCH
make before buying is to
simply sit down and sec if
WALLPAPER
the furniture is clanIN STOCK
fortable. Then open the
111/ ALIPAPER
chair out and lie down,
applying the same COIllULMER
fort standards
3594
Lone
However, warns Rob
Oak Road
Tiffany, a furniture I
designer, foam seating
Paducah
softens over time
L 9-6 Mon.-Sat

Flip-outfoam seats grow in popularity
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you could find a
moderately-priced chair
or sofa that turned into a
bed with a flip of the wrist
and was light enough to
be moved easily from
room to room would you
buy it?
Recently. more
Americans have been
answering "yes" and
purchasing flexible foam
sesting that converts into
a sleep surface by unfolding flat.
The seating comes in a
variety of styles, sizes
and fabrics and seems
appropriate in today's
smaller homes where it
can accommodate an occasional overnight guest
as well as provide informal, moveable
seating.
As a new category of
furniture, flip-out foam
chairs and sofas are
usually not displayed in
the traditional
upholstered furniture
department. Instead,
look for them in casual
contemporary specialty
stores and in mail-order
catalogs.
Furthermore, since the
seating differs from
traditional construction,
the familiar guidelines
for judging quality —
such as stuffing material
and type of springs — do
not apply.
There are two ways of
constructing all-foam
seating. One is to use a
piece of foam so denee
and thick that it is
capable of standing on its
own The other la to
employ several foams in
a variety of densities and
compressions — softer at
the seating surface for
comfort and harder in
areas that provide the

NEW HOMES
No Down
Parsee
If you can do
some of the
work.
Free
Meet*
CA Coact tw
Infirmities,
(615) 6136466

chair's structure.
Some manufacturers
use only foam to construct the pieces, while
others also employ
materials such as particleboard, cellulose fiber
or metal rails to provide
additional structure.
Shoppers will find a
wide variety of available
designs. There are
armless and armed
chairs as well as settees
and sofas that open- into
single, double, queen-or
king-size sleeping surfaces.
Some design are
similar to wood-framed
modular seating or sofas
and suitable for formal
areas. Others resemble a
stack of pillows and are
plainly meant only for a
casual setting.
Some flip-out foam
chairs convert to both
lounge and sleeping positions. A few units sleep at
regular height, though
most are only about 6 inches off the floor when
opened out into a bed.
Some of the larger units
make up into one large
bed or two singles, which
provides more flexibility
in sleeping arrangements.
Since there is such
variety, shoppers may
have to investigate the offerings at several outlets
to see a full range of products.
Upholstery fabrics on
the furniture tend toward
tightly-woven materials
such as cotton duck or

canvas, corduroy, nylon
parachute cloth and cotton prints.
Quilted treatments that
have some give and don't
need to be tightly tailored
look well, since it is impossible to pull the fabric
tight and staple it to the
frame the way some
upholstered furniture
makers do, according to
one manufacturer.
Some companies offer
fabrics that are treated
with a stain repellent, a
good option to look for,
since most covers are not
removable and must be
drycleaned on the chair
when they get dirty.
Removable covers are an
option on some more expensive models.
Prices for flip-out foam_
seating vary widely. A
chair might cost between
$69 and $200, depending
on make, fabric selection
and design details. Sofas
run in the $200 to $500
range. However, there
are more expensive
models which use denser
foams and more costly
fabrics.
Evaluating which chair
to buy is difficult when
two which look similar
are $100 apart- in price.
You could simply buythe
more expensive model,
assuming you get what
you pay for, but several
manufacturers offered
some simple tests that
can be carried out on the
retail sales floor.
Sherwood Smith, president of Sherwood Co., ad-

For oil vow Trovel Reservotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American and Internahosal Try wefts/roe
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THIS DESIGN OFFERS MANY OF the advantage's of a
leisure horne but is actually a Year-round house 'Ishe entrance
is from a covered porch into a central foyer that leads to all
rooms Plan HA 120011 has two bedrooms on the first floor
and another on the second. It has 1,066 square feet on the
first floor and 333 on the second For more information write
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Humes
for Living, MAO Queens Blvd , Forest 11111s, N 1 11:175

JESUS CARES FOR YOU
"Castong all your care upon harm for he careth for you." I Peter 5:7
You (an Coo.. '.15 $.()Vie (•)•
Wr40 'OW '151110 0,1 the
WI WM 1140 YOU 1 ITIASYLIAl
asking Jesus to 01110
trOl.11 Me He will mute the do
ference and yvu will lirlow

Lone below and get you' kritot/
ones to write the.r rianie4
1,, air( erp! ( hils1 cc'. '5'. It)!

HIT love afkl pout e Jesus
roll change yoor
sorrow and sadness I,'toy

and lord

area geadoess Ask fix prayer
iodav i
To request prayer for heal
ing check
14) 1.9t3u0s!

0111 WOW YO MOW YOU OA SAVE 0
W WM Mit neoulanos (it
lintPORI INASCI IS SAO
GAUT .e'*is
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Nit 1111A1JTINIL
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TOIll

sheet
Prayer and instrur
to receive the Holy Ghost
cher k

TU411111 TO AMWAY cauac.
MSG ROTH Ptomain ro our
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If you're buying or
building a new home,
this symbol can
SAVE YOU MONEY

ofee 3 Carpet aanirt9
Drapery & Upholstery Cleaning

FREE

Stein-Soil Repellent
with this conpon and
250 sq. ft of carpet cleaned
Offer Extended 1 Week
FREE ESTIMATES 753-5827

Build Your Own Deck
?-•‘•
f ‘3,
,
Built
,Atft. Out Of
Treated
Lumber

It teas you a home has been built inspected and cert.fied under TVA
Energy Sayer Home Program guidelines for energy efficient y
You can Cut Cooling costs up to 33 ,and heal,ng costs up to 40 '0
parse:it() most standard homes And you 11 enjoy lower total housing «ists
from the first day you own your home
OualiTying hOrnes are awarded the TVA Energy Saver Home medaision
your guide to years of entoyment in a horne that ,s more COMtottable Rod
more affordable
Look for the TVA

Bible Prophecy Seidner
Christian Fellowship Church
U.S. 68 Member,
Snooker: Rev. Joe Sethi&
WWI Tbrv
March 23rd flare 25th
7:00 p.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME

2002
Low Patio Deck
12'

20'

Energy Saver Home symbol

It

,SAVE YOU MON' Y .
a

Plan No. 2002
For

more informai•on

Jl

$39900

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple
753-3161
Merrsy, Kentucky 42071

ItA
Energy
Saver
14onve

Murray Electric System
753-5312

TVA Kentucky District Office
885-4357
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Big Ten stock hits bottom when final two teams ousted

..6.
S

SCitson basketball LOUTILd•
By KEN RAPPOI'ORT
men! It was the scrim('
AP Sports Wnter
The Itie Ten's stock close victory over a Big
tat in the Na- Ten team in this tourney
tion..; Jr. itation 'tourna- for DePaul, which beat
ment A (11•11 thy Minnesota Minnesota 76-73 in a firstround game last Tuesday
Gopbers lost last aeek
•torid.iy melt. the riot- night
Also advancing to
dropped iollt 4 4411t.
I
I
quarterfinal games later
pieteiy
furi line of the riatitsfi ., ,triaigest basket- this week were Wake
.1., both Nor- Forest. Texas Christian,
,/0..11
.uiij!bin higari Mississippi, South
Catiolina. Nebraska and
st,iti. Art 4• 4•11111111:1t4'41
Oregon State Wake
)1"/..tIll I ;1111441 to pull
Fu irest beat Vanderbilt
a .1Ii AMA'. 4):/-4i sii
Nia-thaestern 7'.,-58 'FCC tripped
• t
t I
Arinina State 78-76,
nr•stio Shiti• upset
'4; Livari State ;•.r.-if in Mississippi , defeated
civil! N11
%lorid.o.
Iti.•

1 cri

varrics
lea% Inv

Hula

A MIMI(

iimpeti-

tf•:1111

in

.1

thy

po.t

oldest

South Florida 65-57. South
'arolina stopped Virginia

Ter•tt 75-68.
trimmed lona
tirro oil

Nebraska
85-73 and

State

walloped

Patterson
'
s 3.4-

Kenny

shot at the buzzer
capped an 11-point comeback for (*Paul as the
Blue Demons caught Northwestern at the end Patterson took the inbounds
pass from Tyrone Corbin
and let fly for the winning
basket
(*Paul held a 52-49
lead when Jim Stack tied
it with a three-point play
and Northwestern, led by
Stack arid Gaildis /Whet.
shot the Wildcats into a
`.;!4-52 lead and then 6344
before the rally by
h-Paul
t'uach Ray Meyer t
wanted Tyrone 4 Corbin
or Bernard I Randolph) to
take the final shot.- said
Patterson. explaining
foot

New Orleans 88-71
Monday night's results

up quarterfinal pairings for Thursday and
Friday nights
On 'Thursday . Trt:
plays at Nebraska. Wake
Forest meets South
Carolina at Greensboro.
N C and Fresnii State

set

travels to Oregon State

On Friday, Mississippi
meets DePaul at Rusemont. 111

that he was the -third
choice "
-But they overloaded
on both of them so they
threw the ball back to me
figuring the worst it could
be would be a tie."
Although Northwestern
had taken a 6344 lead
with less than four
minutes to play and the
shot clock turned off.
Meyer said. "We still
thought we could win it.
even when we were nine
points down. really It
was one of the few times
this season that we retained our poise Northwestern played a terrific game and took us out
of our offense. We got by
with a very poor shooting
night

game-high 21 points in the
second half to rally the
Demon Deacons over
Vanderbilt. The loss
denied Vanderbilt a
chance to post the
school's first 20-victory
season since 1973-74. The
Commodores finished the
season with a 19-14
record.

Ron Anderson and Desi
Barmore scored 16 points
apiece to lead Fresno
State over Michigan
State. The Spartans
maintained a five-point
lead throughout most of
the second half, but the
Bulldogs rallied to
outwore Michigan State
6-2 and grab a 53-52 lead.
Fresno State's Ornel
Nieves scored the goahead basket with 3:47
remaining. Michigan
State, meanwhile, could
hit only one of nine shots
in the stretch. Fresno
State sank 15 of 16 free
throws in the final three
minutes to put the game
away.
Wake Forest's Delaney
Rudd scored 15 of his

-This was probably our
biggest win." said Rudd.
who led the Deacons from
a 37-29 deficit to a 50-39
lead during a 21-3 spurt
early in the second half"I think psychologically
tiu.s will give us a big lift
and allow us to get to New
York and the NIrs final
four."
Wake Forest came

Aor

'lathe thaek

The Biggest Name
in Little Computers'

and

Radio COMPUTER
/hawk
CENTERS

SALES•SERVICE
LEASING•{RAINING

NOW SAVE TIME
EFFORT AND '500
Improve Your Productivity with Our TRS-80'
2-Disk Model III

1795
Reg. 2295.00

• Designed for Professionals
• Automate Filing and Reports
•Do Planning, Forecasting
And Word Processing
•Develop Graphic Presentations
• Built-In RS-232C for National
Information Retrieval
21 or, now', the time to streamline
your wori. There s no need to program just
add our disk based software Our electronic
spreadsheet program is great for pricing analysis budgeting and more There are also programs for word processing, accounting,
personal investments and much more The

0

Shammy Shine Process .
Finish Like New

AUTO
LAUNDRY

753-1331

Closed
Sunday

NIT Results

Bowling
Tama
Aha,
14 All All
Kap, 11•;*• -eines
hod • %hop
GI •
Lifivre 140..sy Shop
NI
TA, 4•1•41 StrAw•
•Orrs A,auto a:
75r Haw The.
ii
l'aradu•
Si',
NO Tow Gam* .
crrs Tv'-,!kat* %up
7•Tt. lunar, hod, Chop
111441/;a4 4.44 %Nap
ITGar .1417er, 1 ..rwrr Pkat% Nary
earn A,Aarlo •.
l'orsolne Kronen
NO Talmo larks IC
•.n,arm Huh %hap
"cf.:44 4.a Vamp
'
stars 41,.Atall. 6.1
NI.Tam Una
'
T.rne•
,ohio
7414.444 Arab•
Par rim lame..
Plkth lad G.sr
eig kg, srth,
Rms.!invert
NOW Gams
...nal
I's 14, artto
Hods lierwert
Ind beim it
ANS Arratt.
Pet the art),
Pat /4•11arteol•
11140 lad sense I*
I AM %MAI

Pat M,artily
Silly boatel
1611 tremiss

Model III includes a 12' high-resolutior
monitor, a typewriter.styie keyboard with numeric keypad. a 48000-character memory. tva
built-in disk drives for 368.000 characters of
storage and a parallel printer interface And
Model III is easily expandable *26-1066
2- Disk

NIT Al A Glares
The dates tatire tunes and pairings
I,. thr 4341u annual National Invitation
7ournarrirrat
Pane Rama/
Taseday. Mare% IS
South Florida II Eardrum 40
Vanderbilt 71 Ead Tennessee State
74
1114.6thaiwy. Mardi 16
%oath Carolina IN Old Downier 110
Iona 1111 St lionaveature 76
Sew I Orleans lb I madam State 134
ITT
Testis tleastian 64 Tulsa 13
(*Paul 7$ Minnesota ?I
l nelson State 77 Idaho!"
3 resin State 71 Talus El Pass 64
Tlawsday. Murk 17
N. Imam Tech 16 Witharn 6 Mary 71
Wake Vernal IR Murray Stale U
Nebraska 71 Takeo.*
114isausapp 17 Alabama Slate 73
Northwestern 71 Notre tisane 37

Priday, Mardi 3
Michigan St 71 Plavithng Green 7
kriteria St 17 Fullerton State 13
• • •
larand Raund
Illanday. blare* II
Swath brotina r'..• wit ul.a Tech WI
Frown State 72 Mu-radar State 31
Waite Verse 73 Vanderbilt U
klistainippi 66 South Elonda
Pt,traakaN Iona 73
(*Paul 66 Northwestern 43
Teta,Chriatian 71, Amon.Mat. 71:
Oregon St 111 New (*lean& 71
• • •
Quarternnals
Thursday. Merril 14
end Inds,. Merril 21
Al New Y art
Monday Mareh X
Claampionithip
Wednesday Marrh

Pro Basketball
Aarscistiam
Matasnal
171
It 33
Houston
EASTERN OINMEREP4M
Peel& Drelska
a-las Andeies
Atbutir Dtvanina
44 17
742
W I Pet GB Phoenix
IND
41 V
5: I
114
•
Phaladetphis
374
X 21
Seattle
1117 11
N 3111-• 101
Portland
411 U
Roam
363
611 14 Golden Stale
D 44
12 X
New AIM,'
324
X 31
Nes York
117 21'y Son Ines*
i-rtli$w'dtadtipo*
466 V
30 36
Washington
Monday's Games
CAW& Ellebtos
047
44 34
No games as heduIrd
1141thaukee
X 33
la 1
Atlanta
Tomsk,'a Gator
N 36
441 ii
Pluladelphia at Nes
Ingrid
213 30
34 44
Atlanta at Indiana
ilisrago
17 10
164 065 Utah al Waahinirton
Cleveland
17 30
764 N'. Roston at Milwaukee
Indiana
WESTERN CONTERIDICE
Detroit at Ch.rago
111111thost Dnitesa
Golden Stair at Dallas
632
43 D
Cleveland at K1111011$
San Astons°
IX 64 Phoenix at Denver
17 11
Denver
34 33
4113 1/4.4 Hawke st San Diego
Dallas
13 34
63 11'. San Aidanto it Portland
Kansas City
21 43
11114 111
Seattle at las Aadelas
Utah

n 44

a
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Purcell
eliminated
Murray tennis pro Met
Purcell was recently •
eliminated in the first
round of a tournament in
•
Nice, France.
The Murrayan, son of
Murray State tennis'
coach Bennie Purcell.;
dropped a 6-2, 14, 6-2, decision to Henrik
Sunderstrom of Sweden.

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

Racer
netters
now 15-1
A three-year-old school
record fell Monday at
Murray State when the
Racer tennis team
defeated Travecca,6-1, at
the Kenlaike indoor tennis facility.
In beating Traveeca,
the school from
Nashville, Tenn., Murray's men extended their
victory streak to 15
straight and 15-1 overall.
Today the team tries to
continue its success when
the Racers host Michigan
State,
In Monday's matches
the Racers won at every
position except No.2
singles.
Victorious against
Travecca were Mats
I.jungman i No.11, Bobby
Montgomery i No.3 t,
Barry Thomas iNo,4,
Stole Massad INo.Si,
Eric Tisthammer No.61
and the doubles team of
Thomas and Tisthammer
al-so played and won.
The competition was
called off after the solo
doubles match.

P,
tde ti,..na I Antr. A

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

back from a 32-25 deficit
at the half.
Darrell Browder
scored 29 points and Doug
Arnold had 20 of his 26 in
the second half as TCU
held on to beat Arizona
State. The host Sun
Devils were kept in the
game throughout by the
33-point effort of Byron
Scott. * •'TCU played a solid,
error-free game,"
Arizona State Coach Bob
Weinhauer said. "They
maintained their composure even after
Browder fouled out and
Arnold took over the
game from there It's a
(Continued on Paget)

753-7361

•

Put This Sale-Priced Model III to Work or Play

$200 Off

79900

Get the most
for your
money!

s Learn How to
Program
•Choose from Large
Software Library
•Play Exciting
Games and More
•Expands Easily

Reg 999.00

!he Model III is easy to use and hard to outgrow Use
ion ready-to-run software and set up a household budget
track stock investments and much more $26-1062

• Insured savings up to $100,000
by the FSLIC
• Highest earnings allowable
• Interest compounded doily on oc
counts listed below
• Convenient locations
•Save at Home, with folks you
know

'
On the Move? Then Get Radio Shack's Versatile
TRS-80 Pocket Computer at 33% Off!

,
1 ,aiiinamtaannuir _

IRS-80 Model PC-1

1 Lai i .--r v-11 move $50

30 MONTH
MONEY MARKET MONEY MARKET
VARIABLE CEILING
INVESTMENT
CHECKING
CERTIFICATES
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT
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C3 C:1

0CD01:::3 U13

amesisno
me mi um It

991fgq$9.115

Get a real computer you can hold in your
hand' You can prown the PC-I in BASIC or
cassette interface (beiow)
add the
and use our ready-to-run software Programs
and data we retained in memory even with

power off Features 1900-character mem
ory and 24-character display Measures
"he x 6//. x 23/." and weighs Kist six
ounces r26-350t

COMPOUNDED DAILY
$2300 lilleiimme
toe etfecilve dim nerd Mk

/20-3303

10.4015%
$500 lakimps
Rats effective Mini Merck 25911

s root S

Use our ready-to
$20 twa
mir
"run software or

Reg 29 95

Affresiss So 1.2SS

COMPOUNDED DAILY
iffect4ve Amami MN

MOOS,

Save Now on the
Cassette Interface
save your own
programs and
data —lug add a
cassette reoorder

COMPOUNDED DAILY
t
-let.~No Am Mardi 21101

we.opiespe assI1/4 Mimes Ink bfire imilma,

CI4APt..1
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8.00
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DIVISION Of TANDY COPIPONATION
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or Dealer Nearest You
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C01141/1

"Large enough to be strong, yet small enough to be friendly.-
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Bryont's rushing offsets bad passing day by Philadelphia
BIRMINGHAM, Ala
I API — Kelvin Bryant
ran ao well it didn't matter that quarterback
Chuck Fusina had an offnight.
carried 27 times
g
i\ Bryant
for 177 yards in
Philadelphia's 17,-10
nited States Football
tie victory over the
I
Brmingham Stallions
Monday night. setting up
a match next weekend
between the league's only
two

undefeated

164 iards in 48 carries for
the Stars and the Tampa fensive line
Bay Bandits
It lets me know our of- the season. Bryant said:
' I don't feel I played a fensive line did a great "Our offensive line is betgood game, but we work job." Bryant said ter than New Jersey's"
Stallions Coach Rollie
hard on both the run and "We've got some big
the throw But we were horses up front I just try Dotsch said, "Bryant
running so good there's to go out and play 100 per- demonstrated he is one of
no need to throw," said cent. I don't worry about the best backs in the
Fusina, who completed what people say about USE!„ if not the country"
eight of 15 passes for just me"
"I'm never pleased
56 yards The Stars rushWhen asked about his
ed 30 times for 200 yards. performance compared when a guy runs the ball
We were pretty con- to Heisman Trophy- down our throat," Dotsch
servative," Fusma said
winner Herschel Walker said "Our tackling was
Bryant credited his of the New Jersey shoddy in the first half,"
teams, success to the Stars' of- Generals, who has only when Bryant rushed for

139 y.erits There are two
things we do well, rush
the passer and protect the
passer
There are
elements in our game I•in
not ph.ased with
Alvin Harlin scored the
Stars' first touchdown on
it 2-yard run around left
end in the first quarter
and set up Bryant's third period TI) with a 67-yard
return of the second -half
kickoff Bryant then rushed five 1'141:S49'1th% s•
scoring from the

ple if the USFI. makes it
sion
That's a lot of coaches
"I've watched a few
and players getting a games," said Cincinnati
chance "
Coach Forrest Gregg
Landry and Phillips are "Since I don't know many.
among those who have of the players, it's hard to
tional Football League gathered in this Palm -get an Impression"
hope the fledgling United Springs suburb this week
"I haven't seen enough
States Football League is for the annual NFL of it to comment on the
meetings
a success
play," said Billy Bidwell,
The jury is still out," owner of the St. Louis
Tom Landry, the only
head coach the Dallas NFL Commissioner Pete Cardinals. "I think
Cowboys have ever had, Hozelle said of the USFL. they've done a very good
and Bum Phillips, who "They play 18 weeks. So marketing job on the procoaches the New Orleans far they've played only duct "
Saints, have been three. You have to find
"The next six or eight
associated with the out how the public is go- weeks will be critical,"
established NFL for ing to receive it at the said Gil Brandt, the
games and on televi- master builder of the
many years.
Nevertheless, both put
in a good word for the

new kid on the block,
even though that new kid
Is on the other side of the
street.
"My feeling is I like to
see coaches and players
working," said Landry,
who has guided the
Cowboys into the National Conference championship game each of the
past three years. "That's
a great thing about the
USFL.
"I haven't watched
them yet. It's going to be
a tough thing. They've
got a shot. They've got to
have the following, the
big TV following, if
they're going to make it."
Phillips expressed
similar sentiments,"I'm
not smart enough to tell
what's going to happen,
there are so many ifs," he
said. "At a time when the
economy needs help, it's
going to help a lot of peo-

Cowboys "There's a lot
of novelty early on We'll
see how they do against
baseball, the NCAA Tournament. the NBA
playoffs and good
weather"
''They've had some
pretty good results so
far." said Rankin Smith,
owner of the Atlanta
Falcons "The crunch
will probably come next
year Things might
change if they start losing
a lot of money. They've
got a tough road, but it's
not something you can
Just brush aside

Tickets scarce for'maybe'game
LOUISVILLE, K y.
I AP) - The possibility
that Kentucky and
Louisville might end up
battling each other for
the NCAA Mideast
Regional crown in Knoxville. Tenn., is creating a
problem for fans attempting to purchase tickets.
All tickets to the
University of Tennessee's
12,000-seat Stokely
Athletics Center were
sold March 14, mostly to
Tennessee fans, said
Susan Crane of the
university's ticket office.
But the Tennessee fans
aren't parting with their
precious loot, even
though the Volunteers
were eliminated by
Louisville last weekend.
Mrs. Crane said the
ticket office was getting

three or four calls every
10 minutes from people
looking for tickets.
"Everybody is calling
from up north saying,
When are the Tennessee
fans going to sell their
tickets"
Mrs. Crane
said. "But they're not
"Most of the fans here
Just want to sec the good
basketball games "
And the two schools
aren't helping matters
either. Each was allotted
750 tickets, but none will
be sold to the public.
Louisville held a lottery.
Monday to determine
who would get tickets.
UK will do the same today
At UK, one-third of the
tickets have been set
aside for students, but
many of those are

designated for band
members. Administrative and
athletics department officials received 250
tickets
Annsville faces Arkansas and Kentucky meets
Indiana in regional action
Thursday. If both Kentu('ky schools were to
win. - they
would meet
Saturday for a chance to
advance to the final four
in Albuquerque. N M
One Louisville woman
said she sold her tickets
for $250 and $300 after she
placed an ad in an area
newspaper She asked not
to be identified because
ticket scalping is illegal
in Kentucky
"I was offered in excess of $300 after I sold
them," she said.

the. ball with 1 09 left
after three incomplete
passes by Bob I.ane in th••
face of a blitzing Stars'
defense

More protection

to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates

Standings

NFL coaches hope USFL survives
RANCHO MIRAGE,
Calif. AP) -- Because of
what it would mean to
others in their profession.
two of the best-known
head coaches in the Na-

Regx-.--n• e,,,iier took the
Birmingham was irly
Stallions AI ants in flys. ing at the end of the game
play s for a toin.10,•wn. and had a first down at
keeping the ball and the Stars' 12-y ard
sprinting around left cr.! I.:lit the
Ka y e. Up
for the final 4 Anis t:•
game in theti
period
David Trout's 23-yard
S4.1.111.1111)4'111111 field •:„.0a:
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Continued from Page 8
tribute to them that they
didn't get flustered " I
Carlos Clark's 30 points
It'd Mississippi over
Clark
South Florida
keyed a 10-0 scoring spurt
that gave Ole Miss a 21-11
lead it never relinquished It demoralized South
Florida, which got no
closer than six points in
the second half
Mikelirittion and Brad
Jergensen scored 1 j
points each as South
Carolina defeated
The
Virginia Tech
balanced 4:atnecock sclor
mg overshadowed a

strong performance
1 h•Il Curry . it Ito scored .,
gamelugh 27 points foi
Virginia rech
Stan Cloudy 's 24 point.
lifted Nebraska past
lona It was the N1.1'1111.1
, on secutive game in
which the 1;-.4 Junior had a
season-high point total Iii
.1 first round N1'1' game.
Cloudy had 20 to lead the
Iluskers past Tulane
uregon State forward
A e Green hail 18 points
and the Bearrrs lent all
the was I11 down visiting
itrleans
The
N
Beavers h,t.l ti.r plaVrr•-,
011110/11'

tote

'

priitt.t-tior•
II told
lit'lit
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PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451
i•rifreat?Companies
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VMSCHOKE
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Children's
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Choose The

Goodyear
Steel Radial
That Works
Best For You.
Now At MoneySaving Prices!
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Sala Ends April 2

LIGHT TRUCK TRACTION ON SALLE HERE!
Traction Stire-Grip...The workhorse
that delivers traction all year round.
No Track',

0.- •

NOMICKi

15 Styles
Through April 1st

Saturday Is Your Last Day To Savo. April 2

A Little Nike Goes A Long Way

I

SPORTING GOODS
"Everything for titirt SPORTIn your LIFE"
ChestnutStrew, Murray, Ky.
Ph. 7534844
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Easy Torsos
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Catlettsburg citizen seeks assistance in restoring old cemetery
elude "Lt Oliver
Graswald, West Virginia
Volunteers, Killed in
Wayne, W Va , 1064," and
"Henry C Andrews, 5-281804"
Many headstones have
been removed or
destroyed by vandals,
others have sunk
and
over the years into the
soft ground

is doomed 111 get it done
CATLETTSBURG, Ky
1AP I — Local officials one way or another "
Few graves are still
and even the National
duard are hearing from marked in the Old CatletPaul Fowler of Catlett- tsburg Cemetery, which
sburg about the old was officially replaced by
cemetery he found near a new one a century ago.
but hundreds and
his nevr house.
"I'm superstitious," he possibly thousands of
said ''l feel that if that people are buried there
Inscriptions on the
cemetery is not
straightened up, this city stones that remain in-

''It's a disgrace," said
Fowler, U. "These are
the forefathers of our city
and this cemetery is run
down and overgrown.
"That's our heritage If
they're nvlecting the
cemetery, they're neglecting the citr"
Fowlerfound out about
the cemetery when he
and his son, Paul Jr., 11,
were exploring the property he had bought nearby and Paul Jr. shouted,
"Did you know there are
graves over here'•'
Since then. Fowler
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At one college he
was economics professor
Peter H. Pearse ; at the
other he was computer
science professor John
Byron Hest At home his
landlady knew him as Anthony S Williams, On the
arrest warrant he was
''John Doe "
Police, who even had
trouble getting the man's
fingerprints because they
were so faint, were still
trying to determine his
Identity as the man sat in
Lancaster County Prison
in lieu of $40,000 bail.
He asked to be arraigned as Anthony S
Williams at his appearance Monday before
District Justice Doris
James.
Meanwhile, academic
committees at
Millersville State College
and Shippensburg State
College are reviewing
classes taught by the professor, to decide if
students should be given
credit.
"Whatever else they
discover, this man was
bright and capable - and
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can be committed. "It's a
shame, it's a disgrace
that in the past they let it
get in that condition. I
thought it was a little
family cemetery," he
said.
The mayor said it may
be possible to interest
church and civic groups
in the project and "make
It a community effort."
"I believe the city
would do its share," he
said, but "we have to find
out about the graveyard
and whose responsibility
it really is."

APAAA

40 Involve

pref••

0,ne
'$0 Comvose,

Fowler has talked to
Catlettsburg Mayor Gary
"Buck" Hunley. Boyd
County Judge-Esecutive
Paul Purvis and even the
National Guard about
equipipent and manpower t6 restore the site.
"I think if they can fix
that cemetery and clean
it up, people will start
taking pride in things
around town and clean it
up," he said.
Hunley said the city
will have to determine
ownership and boundanes before city help

Identity unknown on man using four names
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said, he has neglected his
business to find out about
the graveyard and enlist
help cleaning it up.
-It's like some kind of
obsession," he said. "It's
wierd I've , been neglecting my interest in things
to take care of Om"
Fowler estimates that
there are 50 inscribed
headstones in the old
cemetery, . not including
the plain rocks that mark
the graves of the poor. He
says it is likely that 2,000
to 3,000 people are buried
there

[Classitlisnis

burning the candle at
both ends," said Dr.
Keith Lovin. provost at
Millersville
"He must have been a
master to teach at two
schools at the same
time." said Lancaster
Police Captain Luther
Henry
The bearded man, in
his 50s, faces charges of
theft by deception,
tampering with public
records and false swearing for posing as Hest at
Shippensburg, police
said.
He could face additional charges for his
employment at
Millersville, where he
taught business and
economics using the
name of Pearse, claiming
he held a doctorate from
the University of Edinburgh in Scotland.
The colleges are about
75 miles apart. The man
began working at both
schools last fall, holding
classes on staggered
days.
At Shippensburg,
"Hest" taught a
graduate course in

Hardware-Software
Systems and Computer
Programming II, a
sophomore course. He
was paid $30,000 a year.
At Millersville,
"Pearse" taught Introduction to Quantitative Concepts, a
freshman statistics
course, and Managerial
Finance and Investment
Analysis, two sophomorelevel courses. He earned
$23,000 a year there, the
criminal complaint said.
Shippensburg officials
fired him March 10, after
learning about an article
written by Professor
John B. Hest, of MacQuarie University in New
South Wales, Australia.
The real Hest, contacted
Monday by telephone,
said he never applied to
work at the school.
"They said there had
been complaints at the
school that he was incompetent," Hest said.
"That's what started the
investigation, apparently."
The imposter apparently obtained a record of
Hext's degree from Cam-

bridge University to get
the job at Shippensburg.
he said.
Shippensburg campus
police traced the fired
professor to his apartment near Millersville,
and officers from the
state attorney general's
office arrested "Pearse"
when he arrived Monday
morning for a class at
Millersville. College officials there later
suspended him without
Pay-

Radio veteran's
funeral today
TUPELO, Miss. 1AP)
— Funeral services will
be held today for Jerry
McElroy, former
manager of radio Station
WOMI in Owensboro,Ky.
McElroy and his wife
died Sunday in a fire at
their home here.
McElroy was a 20-year
veteran of broadcasting
and left Kentucky in 1900
to manage several
Mississippi radio stations
owned by Fritts Broadcasting Co.
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Second Diagnosis Frees
Woman From Herpes Hell

int

MGFGH
MUMPHS
SF1-4LGF
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DEAR ABBY I am wrtting to offer hope to other women
who have possibly been misdiagnosed as I was
My symptoms began almost 10 years ago. I went to my
(1.P.. who sent me to a gynecologist, who said I had genital
herpes. For 10 years I had periodic flare-ups that were
most common after menstrual periods or sexual activity.
These episodes caused • tremendous strain on my
emotional system as well as my marriage. I can't begin to
tell you the pain End frustration it caused, or the tears I
_shed.
Finally, in desperation I went to another gynecologist.
Riess him! He told me that I did not have a trace of
herpes. What I dad have was an allergy to the dye in the
colored toilet tissue I had been using for years!
This allergy had been keeping me in a constant state of
irntation for years. Since learning of this and using only
unscented. white toilet tissue, I have been symptom-free!
If any of your readers are in doubt about a herpes
diagnosis. I urge them to consider seeing another doctor.
Doing so changed my life
THE NEW ME

A
MONTH'S
BOUGHT

'• a

SuPPLY OF
BUBBLE
&um

HUH?

r
(
I MANGLE FERNS DY THE
DIP I fvfFt TELL YCX) A b00T (
CARLOAD AND TURN A SET
MY UNCLE NICK? NE LOVES TO
DESTROY THINGS. NE CAN 94REP
OF CHINA INTO POWPER IN
THE BLINK OF AN EYE
A RECi INt R IN 12 SECOND'S

HE 15 PRESENTLY A
POSTAL EMPLOYEE
IN CHICAGO
Li

0.

te.
11111

74w,h5

Wt6I• I HAP
A NICKEL POR
EVERY TIME I'VE
POWE THAT

DEAR NE: Thanks for wanting to help others.
Many women will bless you. But I'm not so sure
about the manufacturers of scented, colored toilet
tissue.
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They re Navytrained career
'people Men and
women who not only
believe in being the
best at what they do.
but also believe :1
means more when
it s done for their
«.untni

Navy know-how.
It working for America.
Billions for all oc
casions, Happy Birth

day. Anniversary. Get
Well it's a boy. It's a
Girl, many more also
Garfield
Smurfs, E T
Phone 436 5119,1 for in
formation and prices
These are Helium In
hated Mylar ballons

Neve S mtes? Cal
751-4444 for ea intpirstiesal message to
brief/tea your day.
adiikee's tape 751-
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M&G Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
mirrors and plexiglass.
Cut to all sizes and
shapes We install store

fronts, replace
aluminum doors,
Closers, hinges, locks
and weatherstrips We
install auto glass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door

glass. make
cases and
frames M&G
Coldwater Rd

up snow
picture
Glass, 1116

753 0180

Wont to Lawn
Nom to hung
Wallpaper? Attend
ear clink, April
12, 7 p.m. CAI for
ruination.

kl Ak
Deter Store
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nuclear-trained
engineers to
machinists and
skilled surgeons,
some of the best
people in their fields
are in the Navy
And that makes
us proud

NO

**ix

5 12

From chefs and

#

1

C,

He'd be the
top chef in
any cook's book.
Held rather work
for the Navy.

4445.

‘1,.)

SLUGGO, WHAT
HAPPENED
TO YOU?

2. Notice

DEAR ABBY My husband and I recently spent four
days of our vacation with my brother and his wife. We
had • wonderful time except for one thing — there was no
window shade in the guest room, and the curtains were so
'sheer that we were awakened at sunrise every day
After the first night, my brother asked us how we had
slept, and I told him that we had slept very well but not
long enough, thanks to- "01' Mr. Sol."
Nothing was done about covering the window No that
we could sleep longer. I felt that my comment was taken
as an insult, though it wasn't intended to be.
Abby. I try to do all I can to make our guests' visits
enjoyable, and I would welcome suggestions on how to
add to their comfort. Was I wrong to point out the problem?
Or should I have kept my mouth shut?
SLEEPY-EYED

DEAR SLEEPY-EYED: You were not wrong to
have pointed out the problem. Most hosts would
have appreciated your candor and dose someday
about it. Now that you've seen the light, buy eyeshades for your next visit.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am pregnant. but I haven't been to the
doctor yet. Phase don't ask me if I am "sure," as I am 12
and have had eight kids(my oldest is 22 and my youngest
is ID, so I know all the signs.
A neighbor told me there is a new kind of test eider
take to find out if the baby is OK. It also Sells yes
whether its•girl or•bey.
Have you ever board of it? And if I take it, bow long
will it be Won I kart/ the resoles?
IIIPOSINI

INFANTICIPATING IN IOWA

(hell these oil
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Reminder, Contribute
to your Political Port/
on Income Tax Return.
111.05 for State Political
Party. .54I for Local
Political Party.
11.1111IIIMP'

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
MST

GUAR IN/ANTICIPATING: TM toot is oollod
"ammolossidosis." And it lobos betwaos throe odd
four weeks to got tits ranks.
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6 Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

Begin 1146 Weekly
Netional Shakier, Die
fributOr needs two local
persons to mail free
samples in spare time
Write Shaklee
946
Patricia, San Antonio.
Texas 78213
Elf/Oriented body man
Apply in person. South
3rd Extended Chaparei
Motors Ask for Ken

1111 34 Snap on duals, 11
ft MF chisel plow five
JO plow. 12 40 .1 0
planter Call 753 0248 or
753 2893
1970 Model 170 Allis
Chalmers 11 ; ft Wheel
p
Disc International
inter
steering
3 la'
national Piows
gas
tank for pick up truck
Phone 753 799/ after
50 m
ON Ford new engine 2
17 inch plows
new
double disc and
cultivator
13 SOO
Call
753 I7U
966 IH tractor 01.1•11 and
front weights
1200
hours Also 6 row Ill
planter like new Call
759 4588 or 753 7637
Tillers Rear Tine
Briggs and Stratton
engines, chain drive 3
forward speeds and
reverse 5 hp 3.19999.a
hp
$599 99
Wallin
Hardware Paris
Tractor tires new and
used
Kough Equip
ment 387 2207
Used Riding Mowers
Stokes Tractor. Indust
rial Rd
See Keith
753 1319

-- NEEDED iM
In this
MEDIATELY
Part time home
area
140 daily
..*Arkers
Preparing
13P7Sible
•envelopes. no ex
perience necessary
RI?
Write
UHG
Bowling Green
Kentucky 42101
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! 175 Per hun
dred! No experience
Part or full time Start
Immediately
Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R I 520 P0 Box 45
Stuart. FL 31453

B ill,

Wanted , Experience
body man who can
handle all types Of body
repair Call 753 5149

9. Situation Wanted
Wanted yards to mow
753 7997 after Sp m
Looking for someone to
clean yout office or
church' Call 753 4732

JO. Business Opportunity
Investment Opportun
it y
Two small es
tablished businesses
that can be operated by
student or retired per
son. Owners moved out
of state and reduced the
Contact Chuck
price
Woods at Century 21
Loretta Jobs. Realtors,
753 1492 today for more
information

, 24. Miscellaneous

22. Musical
Used Spinet Piano
Assume payments with
approved credit
Paris
Leach's Music
901 641 6463 or
Tenn
642 9271

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
Phase 753.3914

Minuteman industries
of Tampa. Fla.. man
ufacturer of the new
Minuteman wireless 1973 10. x.50. office
security system. is trailer, complete with 2
looking for the right air conditioners. elec
people to introduce tric heat and lie downs
their product to the 759 1075
state of Kentucky De DO IT YOURSELF We
alers and sales people have plans tor 1 and 1
Very Profita car garages
wanted
We will
Die. For information give you a package
call 812 428 4371 or write price upon request Call
P.O
Box 4343, Evan 753 3161
Murray Lum
Sville. Indiana 47711
ber Co.. 104 Maple
Firewood, 127 SO a rick
Call 753 3781 alter 5p.m
Wirt to lease dark fired Garden manure, you
tobacco base, 1393 per haul $500 pick up load
759 4588 or 753 7637
acre Call 435 4351
315
Scalia' Bucks 'After Marine Batteries
CCA. $3999 exchange
00p m 753 8964
ex
500 C CA. $19 99
Trolling Bat
change
teries
27 series 105
Wallin
$51 9-6
3 Ton Central Air amp
conditioner, Utility Hardware. Paris

24. Miscellaneous

14. Want to Buy

16. Home Furnishings

POte, 200 Amp Panel
and Breaker, Antenia
Pole with
on 30 ft
.Rotary Call 436 5/94

Seasoned oak and
hickory firewood
175
rick, delivered and
stacked 753 3476
MP

AUCTION
Surplus units from South Central
Bell.
Location: Murray Auto Auction,
Rt. 1, Almo, Ky. 5 miles north of
Murray on Hwy. 1824.
Thursday, March 24
5:30 p.m.

Included are cars, vans and utility
trucks. Terms: Cash or previous
approved checks.
C011753-8300
Only the sole of telephone vehicles
open to public.
DAILY 7'Lb&SILTERP
Closed
Closed
.
rtley
4 1 5.00 ost
Yesterday
10.40
, 1040
Opened Today 420.00 °posed Tide
5.00
UP
.20
Up
y

Compliments cf

SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

GOLD

a

We buy (old
and Diamonds
Hours
10 8
I 7 5 Sunday

Silver
Doily

ULTRA-SONIC

"BUG-OUT"

$29.95

APPLIANCE
DESIGNED TO GET
"BUGS-OUT"
"Bogs-Ovt"
$29.95

NO histelletiee•Pleg kite mil sotto
NO pewden, spreys•lie noise wr odors
NO hereefel cheseiceis•Wee't hers pets,
'etc.
NO batteries or tritehateasue

EFFECTIVE USE:
leeches, Flees, Flyieg Insects end
Crickets
IS DAY FOLL IMMO
N NOT COMPLETELY UMW
Ow Yew ismooly es Parts& Whoa

Murray Home & Auto 7.2_
Tual/cd.d

Martin Houses
6
rooms $7799 12 rooms
533 99 II rooms $441 99
24 rooms $5999 Wallat
Hardware. Pars
Contribute
Reminder
tO your Pohtic al Party
on income Tax Return
31 00 for State Political
Party
SO JOr LO(ai
Political Party
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
Boyer 753 0338
Tv antenna only used
one month II elements
plus 10 foot mast 130
Call 753 7726
Tillers Shp chain drive
Briggs and Stratton
engine 1269 99
Wallin
Hardware Paris
WYNN DISCOUNT
BUILDING SUPPLIES
601 Poplar Benton Ky
I 577 155) Celote•
$399 'd
chip board
14 49 '
plywood
16_1_9
E xt
WOOd
Felt
16 79
siding
16 95 Shingles
Paper
Roil roofing
117 95
19 95
Watkins Products Call
419 2795 after 500 pm
and weekends
We
handle white vanilla for
you decorator frosting

25. Business Services

37. Liveslock-Supplies

O.Motorcycles

Si. Campers

AT STUD
1 Arabian
staii.ons your Choice .
old Egypian or Serati•
Ron Talent
Breecnng
753 9891
Wiii train no's.%
Hickory Lane Stables
Calf 759 4511w 153 7637

1950 Harley Daliocson
Sportster II1e new Call
901 247 57117 after Sp m

For

Joyce Noel's Tax Stir
vice
Prices start at
S? SO for short forms No
waiting
copies made
on the spot and ready to
mail 489 2440

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 FURNISHED 2
all electric
bedroom
washer. dryer, air con
dihoned. carpeted. $4
500 753 4091
I2x 71 Townhouse. 3
bedroom. excellent
condition
Call 437 4311
after Sp m
17/1 Homette 17x57.
bedroom, air condition
washer 'dryer, carport
storage
under pinned
Call 753 8066
building
or /59 4539
1981 Jamaican 14.7,..
trailer
all electric
lived in only 6 months,
514.500
Call 753 3255
after Sp m
Rivieria Cts Hwy 441
Weida' lots and trailers
7533230
Two bedroom trailer.
12•50 storage shed. 1971
model. on 150.100 ft lot
on Ky lake, gas. elec
tric, phone, no well,
17.500 1367113

21. Mobile Home Rentals

53 Services Offered

53 Services Ot•P'-.

,•

&homonym

and Yinyr
iging er.d Alumnus'
rim for ell houses It
stops painting

52 Boats Motors

Jacit Glower
753 1873

31 Pets Supplies

_
43. Real Estate

4.Auto Services

Len,

753n41
7S 712$
1511311
7S3-2511
7511411

Perilisee & Merman
laSarlinta &

Reel Estate
Seetaside Cowl Sq.
Mersey, ku,tcky
753-4451
SMUT
REALTY
Office Case to Coast
Illivers from learysflows
lipasai• Service Slave 191110
1912 Celedreter
Marrey,, imetiocky 471111
151121 753 5116
Aware
Jolt itlessOst
ereker
Uteased a Seewmi

44. Letsfor Sale
Choice lot on Beckett
in Canterbury
Dr
road
Subd . 110 II
frontage, sewer and
water tap on fee already
Paid Call 753 3903

46. Homesfor Sale

153 4831
1927Bui,
vinyl5497;
top
ar.
1977
G B (.0
for Sale or •"toe i0O•
mileage
e.t.a
1.3 !616
Cai
13 500
after SO m
.
1977 Marquis Broughm
one owner 54 )00 miles
extra nice
ail oo*.e•
Call /53 1111
1977 010% Cutiacc
bought
Supreme
locally
Cali 751 7269
after 4p_rn
1978 Cutlass Supreme
Broughm lat.. new Cali
after S 75) 7701
1-978 Malibu Classic
Or V 6 good tires air
ruise control p b p'
$1 SOO_ 759 4571
1971 Pont ac sunbird 6
yi•nder
automatic
air AM FM radio 759
1955
_
1979
int Spider Con
39000 miles
vertibie
m
Cali ail" sp
436 1744
1979 Mazda GLC S Or
Hatch, S speed. air
$1,930 753 4501
_
19/9 Monte Carlo. low
mileage, perfect condi
non Call 759 9589
1910 Pontiac Phoenix, 1
iCic al. 16.000
owner
miles, p 5
p D
air
cruise. lit. AM FM
753 0491
19111 -C-beivetteT
*ice'
der.- automatic
lent condition 759 1955
- SO.

Used Trucks

Pickup

Chevy

"!

•

ton. WOO Call 753 3611
alter Sp m
307
1974 Fort Van
automatic 69.000 miles
excellent i ondition See
at 1104 S 16th or c all
/53 1174 alter 5 PM

$011.11
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0,IN 111,11•01111
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Interior
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rites/male refits Coll
Keit% Mock 753 6244
for free estimate.
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'lit Iwo Cro.so• 271
'7•10166 oil 11/111, is
111•15ile Need Aadloids
webs.parmis reels modieil
elemisiam patios Airmails
careati owes. 6.4 assets
45t6 Weyer 151 1871
5nrvi , e
Applian
tr
Washer
r. et" •cser
freezer
.1
elec tr,, hell
tir
mi(rowave
serviced 7S9 112? .
Bob". Home imi,rove
men, 11 7 rem.. tu,id.tSi
rerrode:
P • per en e
on. re4e
titj 1141tii 4 iOrns
Ventre
rep:1.r%
wOrk
r (
home rn.I,n'A
IS) 4501
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Stflice
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IS31611
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It's Spring Planting Time I
guises $1,,, /$10.04
d Ithellert
*Meeberries
* keg Trees
*Shrubs
*termed.
Viestebis Monts
Railroad Ties
*Bedding Plants
Rua.
leagese gaskets $3.9945.99
(Ilaadreds Ts Obsess Pea.)
epee I Days 0111 •702.3414

*Streorbervy Meats
*Laps.p.
* Tberaiess glaskberries
*hew Trees
I/ *aeon Ms
-:: Neese Mots

PIUMNENS MIT MAUS
CAM HOUSES
WNW all 46,ow easel
la on we a Nei am
am Was Oft on
lalb

•• 1411

/1 1, Palsy 00 WV 52175

ROSS
ROOFING
roofing,
types
All
local references. free
Estimates. AN work
gesrenteed.

Days

lillhjyVPs.s..tiIp,,U k•52311
Sim lima CI gam :I n INA lovas 15N 525111
111 tom lies11" tossise •ri 51 is 1115561 •5Nvu5s,i
s-sfoxiii loll lieu cat lrein L :51
Ili' PAW 41 Am saw uoics 1117 lye* e
I sf •:1:" or
•
12 15I

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL.INC.

nights

753 6511
759.1159.
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FARM LIQUIDATION AUCTION

Ca

Aims pi us,
work
t1S1111 !He

•

•

alas haat lid Cues un

.

4'
tappeo Li '
)54 6956 Earicoveti

T .°

OP u:

I u -`,I r.

'

'1 0

4 9' 4'Parr

•

Adult
Wants
Yards
to Mow
and Houses
to Paint

'.1.l

C
.c.1
•
W
A, •

Excellent business opportunity 4
acres you pick apple and peach orchard. Strawberry and vegetabl
arm. Located in Marshall County.
22 year ongoing successful production. All equipment necessary for
operations included in sale price.
Good return on investment for
primary or secondary income. Address inquires to P.O. Box 648
Paducah, Ky., 42001.

IP

•

••

FOR SALE

Very attractive 2 bed 17 motorcycles
I a •.
.616.
.1 1.
room untarnished '
home. newly r• 1960 Yamaha 750 Ego
4
-114.
/
modeled. $260 per ter I. red, extras, low
manta rent. 0300 dc. intleag•. excellent
Msg.Cell 7134019.
condition. 11875 /S319117

•`.

436.2997

• t•

SI.Campers

32. Apts. For Rent

Illoill• trwialboti
•ii
t,

Ciar den priroa ,
large or 'Pr In 151
hicy k
Conc 'eve
asemer , s
I0
ilr we
1975 Coleman Pop Up dafiOnS
Ariel
patios
Sidewalks
water
Camper. SIOVe
tf.'rnnert•
f fee e%
ice box sr conditioner
'*nate% C IF 751 54 76
1$3 9161

X. Business Rentals

PLO
LAWN SERVICE

Free !shiest's.

1969 Montego
r U nS
good 1300 753 5641
1976 Chevroie. (Apr
%
p
Classic. p b
windows
c
sea Is
verse, *
coot
cruise
Condition
r.o.e•
Phone 753 /997

1970

ow

Wish*

1976 Plymouot F .5, 4
a.r
OrSedaa
A,
VD
c ,, iii

Aims McCarty
Herm Int
ens Iktswerg
irfSpa.
AMA leliearll

I••
I •"

AILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

49. Used Cars
Appeintseerits mod.
for year coavenieace.
Fell tinge soles
associates *seeing
abases.

, •

53. Services Offered

import Auto Salvage
New and used Oar's
rebo If eng.nes
voikwagens
Dstsun
Subaru
Toyota
Opal
Fiat Honda 474 2325

Attractively landscaped
Three bedroom trailer
at Keniana Shores. 1)00 lot with large trees
surrounds this 3 bed
month, deposit re
room. 7'1 bath brick
quired Call 436 5344
home
Den and game
Trailer for rent
See room
provide space and
Brandon Dill at Dill's
privacy for the larger
Trailer Court
family
15.1 7
house
Two bedroom
greenhouse for the
near
Kirksey,
trailer
gardener
Priced at
furnished, references 155.000 Give us a call,
required. Call 419 2118
753 1227
KOPPERUD
Two bedroom 12.10 REALTY
located S miles north of BECAUSE CHILDREN
Murray
$140 month GROW
and houses
plus deposit Call 753
don
here is a spacious
4661
four bedroom home
with an exciting patio
Two bedroom, cons
pletely furnished, air where you'll entoy
conditioner, washer and everything from family
_breakfasts to fancy
dryer /59 1305
party dinners pv,((id
tor you in the 40's Only
like this in town
Ideal location for any value
don't moss out on this
retail business or pro
litssional office use 1250 one at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
per month Contact Bill
753 1492
Kopperud. 753 1222
Brick duplex house with
basement, 3 blocks
from Square 400 South
Wei
6th. Murray 247 1459
Wer•beese
New 3 bedroom. I'.
Storage Space
bath on Oakhill Dr in
Pr.',
Westwood Sybil
For Ram
7S3 3903
753-4751
This is truly a Prize
winner, The treditional
L shaped exterior and
covered front porch .5
Extra nice 1 bedroom picturesque, indeed
3 miles east of The formal front entry
apt
town, water furnished
routes traffic directly to
no pets. 1180/month the threft diStinctly
before
Call 753 8848
zoned areas
the quiet
9p m
sleeping area. the ef
Furnished Apt 1 or 2 ficient, informal family
Zimmerman kitchen and the SOK
bedroom
Apartments South lath
10tIS formal living
A
73.36809
closer look at the floor
One bedroom furnished plans reveals three
apt
I blocks from bedrooms, two full
hospital. adults. no pets. baths. good Storage
lease and deposit re facilities. sliding Watt
quired
Call 733 9708 doors to the rear
terrace
The family
atter
kitchen Is ideally
Furnished apt 1 block
located In addition to
from Downtown
$133
being but a few steps
month Call 753077
from both front and
One or two bedrooms rear entraceS, one will
apts . near downtown enitsy the view of both
Murray
753 4109, /61
Call 753 1492
yards
Wear 436 2844
Century 21 Loretta JOSS
Realtors
Top condition, well
E etre nks. 3 bedroom decorated, beautifully
home Located close to landscaped 3 bedroom
town. $330/month. /3.3 br ict some New Co
0692.
I
ottoman and approx
Highway 121
Two bedroom house. acre lot
stove. ,retrIsereter. North. Only 135.000
washer and dryer. Call KOPPERUD REALTY
7113-11/2.
4462.

34. Hoole1far Rent

53. Services Offerec

%AA.
7S

I 950 Yamaha 6S o
Special
e• ellen, On
0.4i0n
10* mileage
ff Cf`erJ5c,
sissy bar
highway trailer 18 '
'
r o'or C
extra ,hrome ,
begs
Mur•a*
must see too awe(
600 I,rrrt
a',
753 4514
AK C Basset Hound 759 1512
IS Ft so. cis
pups I male. 1 female
1 5 HP Jjrnsori
141- Suiu
--is 1000 wind
/53 9716 after 30 rT1
'
irirnMer
D'ac k
ith t
S
AKC Regsterecj while Feather tires plus 195
extras 3 50C mots Call 197! .5,, ?A q ,140,
Doberman pupp ,es
18 t.
Good price 759 451111 or 7S3 001 or 759 9S26
arid 55
753 7637
1911 Yamaha 400 3800 E v•^, Vd
train r 2
goo 1 condit.on
One white ana butt As5C miles
l' p.
must seil '59 11192 alter •
Cocker Spaniel Pup
Sp m
After 5 75 dr '
753 )096
Boa'
UKC Rat Terrier two 1912 V &mar, a iT 465
Id it Po, ‘•
on cl t or
1': year old showroom
female
753 6515
^50,0, 35 S.i•
198 8615
4946

NODGES TAX SERVICE
proiscring 441.11.1.4
bearwess. term ea/
retkras. II el Popo Maw
rev. 7111.1121.

311C 11:0

X

X
M 0;

BILLY HATCH EL FARMS - 3 LOCATIONS

•
MARTIN
LA'THAM
ORFSF:N
to ilevote full
Hilly Hatchel is liquidating his farms and farming operat
time to other business He has cononLsaloned Century 21 Overton Real
Estate and Alexander Ural Estate and Auction Sales to liquidate this pro
perty
1983
Y, MARCH 24th
10 00 A M
"THIIRSI
1963
F•RIDAY, MARCH 25th
10 00 A M
March 24th dale will be held on the (ants located 6 miles North id Dresden
Follow Palmersville Hwy 89 about 5 miles and turn left onto blacktop
"
road Farm la 118115' on left WATCH FOR SALF: ARROWS'
MODERN MX:OPERATION ON 66 9 # ACRES
50 Acres Open 10 Acres wooded under 4 strand barb wire feni
HUY ONE TRACTOR ALLSELLS MARCH 74th
THAtT 1 20 Acres of land with finishing barn. 50' x 150' flnlatung barn
7S0-800 head c•pacity 1, automatic flushing, automatic feeding system)
10 ton & 4 ton bulk bins. automatic curtains Lagoon,4- well
TRACT II 45 9+ Acres - 20 9 Acres open land 18 Acres sown in Wheat
fenced & cross fenced
IMPROVEMENTS Combination stock & hog barn with 20' a 27' center
section for livestock or toorstled. TO' a 14' Metal shed with 10 raised far
rowing crates with automatic waterers with slated bottoms over sloping
concrete floor, heated, Nursery building for 12 sows sod pigs plus 300
weanlings, automatic feeders and wateres. 10 ton feed bin and augur. 32'
itii bushel grain bin. t000 bushel grain bin, Nwsis is,
Metal tool shell
ton fed bin 4sells separate I
FARMING EQUIPMF:NT - SELLS lit - MARCH 24th
A C 7045 tractor. cab. A-H 900 Hrs , 184 x31 duals,(;leanor M combine.
16' floating cutting bar, John I)eere 2030 diesel tractor, A C V ripper with
guage wheels, A C 191-s hydraulic fold disc. W & W 20' gooseneck stock
trailer. Arts Way feed mill with electric scales. floation Urea. extended
augor(magnet I. 500 gallon wheel sprayer, 20' gooseneck implement with
dove tail trailer, Arne° ditcher. New 4 Row Mrs Shank cultivator, Hush
hog 8' rotary mower. Tye 20' grail drill, M F 4 Row cultivator. 15' field
cultivator, 1000 gallon water tank with pump. Tandum wheel low boy
trailer; 4 wheel trailer, 1965(MC 2 ton grain truck with hoist. Hog
scales; Hog catch chute. 2 gas tanks-150 gallon with pump
180 ACRIF-S RWO l'HOP FARM - SE LIS ON SITE
FRIDAY, MARCH 25th - 10 00 A M
Directions Take Hwy 118 3 miles north of Latham-2 noles South it
Dukedom-Turn said on Austin Springs Road-Watch for Liana
2 bedroom frame house, completely renovated 9 year. ago. 11111 and
branch bottom land. 150 acres In cultivation. Approximately 100 acres , if
bottom land 3500 bushel grain bin, 50' 1 90' Pole bar, High Productive
Row Crop and Cattle Farm.
34.5 +- ACRES - TERItEll.GROVE SUBDIVISION
SELLS FRIDAY, MARCH 25th .200 P M
Sale will be held on the property located 6 miles West of Martin on

Highway :2.
TRACT I: 30 residential building lots - City water & street. Approximately 10.5 Acres; &Ms as a unit
TRACT II: 34 AddUenal acres in subdivision and Is bounded on the North
by IAN Railroad. PRIME ROW CROP!AND
TERMS: All land 10 percent down day of sale-balance due within 30 days
upon delivery of deed. Equipollent settlement to be made in full on day of
SETTLEMENT TERMS Cash, cashiers check, certified check or bank

letter of credit for persons not personally known by the auction company.
FOR FUTHF:R INFORMATION CONTACT -

ALLIAIIII1 REAL ESTATE AlICT1IN SALES
Marvin t: Alexander. Auctioneer, LW No 67
Night Marvin I-2 Alexander. Broker 587-4568
38237
Office 239 University Street-Phone 587-4244-Martin, Tn
364-2855
Broker
Alexander.
Wendell
3644709
Broker
Oliver.
Terry
'•Prolessionahted Service Has Caused More People To Sell
The Aiwa aruler Way"

5

P44.1- 12 1Ili MI ItHAI.ky.. 1.1.1X,EN a 1 IMVS. 1 ureday

Mirth 22. MB

Tennessee public schools observe silent period

OBITUA
Mrs. Melugin's Mrs. Nesbift's Mrs. Thompson
rites planned
rites planned dies Sunday
Mrs. I.ela Marie
on Wednesday The funeral for Mrs Thompson,
66. 1731 Oak
Ruby Radford Nesbitt
will be Wednesday at 1
p in in the chapel of
McEvoy Funeral Home.
Pans. Tenn The Rev
John Churchwell will officiate
Burial will follow in
Goshen Cemetery in
calloway County
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p m
tonight Tuesday;
Mrs Nesbitt, 93, died
Sunday at the home of a
daughter. Mrs. Ernestine
orr, Culpepper, Va
She is survived by four
daughters.
Mrs Orr and
1 r- f.orills requests
.st expre,,,roirs of syib- Mrs Jean Payne, Culpepper, Mrs. Myrtle Mae
;.
U. form of
fa rite Veazey, Pans, and Mrs
Louise Palmer. Murray
.fr
Also surviving are two
*s1,.11arir,
82;
r..1.11.• died Sunda) at stepdaughters, Mrs ha
to at %lurra)- Nell Allbritten, Florida,
and Mrs Myrtle Mae
. I
,1
41 11 24
!•
Capacoso, Alabama, and
11
1h1
o.ed bs her three stepsons, Thomas
Nesbitt and James
,f.. it I Rolpert
;twirl one ilatIgliter. Nesbitt of Murray and
If !Liars Ann , Richard Nesbitt of Hazel
Three sisters, eight
itiniburg. Gergrandilnldren and nine
!Al mother, !sirs
great-grandchildren also
.r., 1 111,41. Nlas field
! ter
11r, Sue survive
I
Perr is Calif
'this.
Bill) I
a I ield, and
F mai rites for Mrs
1
F. Ili itt
rtlftle Perry were Mon171.1
MO II
das at 2 p m in the
hapel of Miller Funeral
Horne Hazel The Rev
Mark Mr('allon offp laird Music was Mrs
infiria White and her
F..
11'
son Briefly) White
44int),
Pallbearers were
• e fent, were killed
ditdren trijilryd Ralph Ferguson. Johnns.
White, IA' I) Lassiter
The
In IA111411
Pen-) I lou.sdyn, Herbert
•
it,111IV 4 4.11ilied
• I ar]..thet
ar flo•Ar ;I

Graveside services for
Mrs /fele,' Melugin will
be Wed:le-via) at 10 30
a ill at the Murray City
cerrieters Robin Wadies
7A1!11;fflf Lite
Pal,t,e.irer• will be
'butt Hendon Harold
1,r
Bill
!!Gre !Iodize Tortimye
;i. 1.r
nd Clifton
!Jan
f r
r
1: it' is the .111 •
uneral Horne
fr lends Inas (all
P iii tonight
C

f

•

St., Paducah, died Sunday at 2S3 pm at
Western Baptist Hospital
there
Born Feb 14, 1917. in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Luther Downey and
Sallie Adams Downey
• She was a member of
the Church of God
Survivors are her husband, Thomas E Bill
Thompson, one son, Donnit I. Thompson,
Paducah. two grandchildren
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs Reba Casey
of Paducah and Mrs
F'horene Cooper of
Muskegon, Mich . three
brothers. Clyde, Lex and
Claude Downey, all of
Tucson, Ariz
The funeral will LxThursday at 11 a m in the
chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Path:with
Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery in
McCracken County
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p 211
twins Tuesday

Mrs. Perry's fu neral Monday

Car accident
kills three

;?

it i'

ill :1 11

Hog market
•.,.14,6,.

dead at the
the driver of
•‘S'illiatri Ball.
'...!!•• Juanita Ball, :11.1,
.1 \tat r'aret 11ravv1)
I
of 1/..11gir
\..i• said Ken
t.ity Ii H.pyr I'd
•

'urn•V., •

14

Iii

(day- ton and Wilber
Clayton. Burial was in
Mt Pleasant Cemetery
Mrs Perry, 97, Hazel,
died Sunday at 8:30
at Westview Nursing
Horne. Her husband.
Jake Perry. died Oct. 30,
1972, and a grandson.
('harks Perry, died Oct
30, 1962
She is survived by one
%Ain. Preston l'erry of
Hazel
Born I H't 19, 1885. she
was the daughter of the
late Billy Wilson and
Secilda Elkins Wilson.
She was a member of Mt
Pleasant United
Methodist Church

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
( AP) - Most of Tennessee's largest public
school systems awaited
official instructions on
how to begin each day
with a brief period of
silence, as mandated by a
new state law
But others, including
the big Knoxville system.
did not wait for the official word which was
mailed from Education
Commissioner Robert
McElrath on Monday, the
first school day the law
was effective
Mrs Emma Jean Huddleston. principal of
Knoxville's Tyson Middle
School, said she sent
around an announcement
to teachers asking that

the moment of silence be
observed at 8 45 a m • the
beginning of the day's
find class
At Maryville.
hometown of Gov Lamar
Alexander. principal
Richard Cooper of Fairview Elementary School
said his teachers also
observed the moment of
silence
-It was pretty much
left up to the principals
and teachers," Cooper
said
The new law, which
went into effect without
Alexander's signature,
was sponsored by the
same legislators who a
year ago backed similar
legislation thrown out by
a federal Judge on

Kentucky peach farmers
worried about cold snap
HEBRON, Ky AP,
Kentucky peach farmers
are worried that the recent cold snap could
destroy this year's crop
"You know, you can
fight a frost but you can't
fight a freeze," Harold
Ilempfling of Valley Orhards said Monday
'All you can do is sit
back and watch," shrugged Rodney M cG lasson • a
fanner and fruit stand
operator on Ky 8 near
Constance
McGlasson said the
unseasonably warm
weather earlier made his
trees start budding
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Pawl

1 98 1

Buick Electra Limited

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

4_11:ZF _AC=

of "Dance/Theatre/Etcetera", Dancer„
Choreographer from N.Y.C. in Residence at
Murray State
EVENTS - OPEN TO All
Tuesday March 22
2 p.m -at Calloway County Public library
Dance Performance/ Workshop (FREE)
7 p.m. -Inter-Arts presentations/discussion in the New Dance Studio, MSU (behind
Lovett Stage)(FREE)
Wednesday March 23
3 p.m. -Lecture/Demonstration and movement, 3rd floor, MSU Student Center (FREE)
Thursday March 24
730 Master Dance Class - (wear danceable clothing)(FREE)

Saturday March 26
8 p.m. -Martha Bowers with Mary
D'elia of Dance/Theatre/Etcetera in
performance at the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Tickets 53, for Reservations,
call 762-6797. MSU Students Free
w/I.D.

Stock market
Prices furnished by First of
Michigan. Woodman Bldg
• 3 68
Industrial Average. .
Air Products
American Motors
.
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler....
Dupont
Ford...
GAY
General Dynamics.
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

42",,
..7v unc
287e unc
66 unc
17 unc
3934 • '4
-ln
15L1,
41 7.
61 1 4 • 1 4
313, -+
37 • 214

(;oodyear
Gulf Oil
IBM .
J C Penney
Jerico .
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt .
Quaker Oats
Texaco .
U S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F Yield

2924

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

FRUSTRATED WITH MEDICAL BILLS?
BEWILDERED BY RED TAPE?
Well
You May Have Money Due You From Health Insurance Benefits That You Are Not
Aware Of
So
You Owe It To Yourself To Make A Simple Phone Coll Thot Will Assure YOU Are Not
Overlooking Dollars That Could Be Due. Over 75 Of The People Who Have Contacted Us Have Found That They Needed Our Service. Many Of Our Clients Have
Received Several Hundred Dollars Thot They Were Not Aware Of .

110. ton remove tfun,pt
la 24
4

Iwo., II. grow"!

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

431I 0,41S ill,

BEL-AIR DECOR
ore Hours
BEL AlR SHOPPING CENTER
on. Thru Fri. 7.00 a.m. till 5.00 p.m
PHONE 753 364 2
it. 7.00 am. till 11:00 o m

E,)

Antique Reproduction
Oak Clawfoot Tables
Only $34995

Oak Reproduction Chairs $8995
Extra Nice Set

Southern States

Vegetable Seed Day
FRIDAY,MARCH 25th
25%
All Vegetable Seeds
25%
Jackson-Perkins Roses
Starks Brothers Fruit Trees 25%

off

off

We're Having A Wallpaper Clinic

Ham sandwiches and coffee served from 11
m. - 1 p.m. by the Southern States Farm
Home Advisory Ladies Committee.
753-1423

Industrial Road

753-0182

Murray

Stock Wallpaper Sale Now!
$600 $800 $1000 $1 &
200 Per Double Roll

off

Ham Day

Bulk Fertilize
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We DO NOT SELL ANYTHING. All We Do IS Assist You In Filing For Benefits You Hove
Paid For.
Coll 753-7750 Or Stop By Our Office At 520 Main Street
JANET WALLIS
NUGN E. WILSON

MARTHA BOWERS

urred
S 11 4 A1341ii1 10 p ill
ti Its. Slir•inelya said

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BURET

so

5.1

I !!••

about 'requiring a mo- Hearne said.
ment of absolute. uneOfficials of three of the
qtuvocal silence"
state's four largest school
But Tennessee direc- systems - Metropolitan
tors of the American Civil Nashville, Memphis and
liberties Union. which Chattanooga - awaited
successfully challenged the official word from
the 1982 law, plan an McElrath.
April 16 meeting to deterIn his letter, the educamine their next move tion commissioner
Kathyen Hearne, state reminded Tennessee's
ACI.0 director, said her 147 city, county and
group would not district school
challenge the law itself, superintendents that
but will watch its enforce- teachers should announce
ment carefully
the silent minute "in the
LI expect we will be in- following words 'State
volved in at least one law requires that we
latAsuit involving begin every school day
religious practices in with a period of silence
Tennessee schools," a We shall now observe one
spokeswoman for Ms. minute of silence.'"

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

"'They can't stand
anything much below 20
degrees Some of the buds
already have started
opening. One good frost
and they're killed for the
season"
Hempfling said his
trees aren't budding yet,
but he was still worried
-The individual buds
are tight now, about the
size of a pea You can just
barely see the beginning
of a pink petal beginning
to form inside," he said
Hempfling was hoping
his buds had enough
natural insulation to survive the cold.

Livestock market

grounds it established
prayer in schools
Alexander signed the
1982 law, which was
observed for about six
weeks last year
U S Ihstnet Judge I.
(lure Morton ruled that
the 1982 law. requiring a
silent minute for
•'meditation or prayer or
personal beliefs.'violated
First Amendment's
separation of church and
state provisions This
year's law calls simply
for a minute of silence
Attorney General
William I.eech, in an opinion on this year's
legislation, said there is
nothing unconstitutional

Sign up now for April 12th at 7:00 p.m. There will be
film on hanging wallpaper and a live demonstration.
All artcraft books on sale 25% off starts that night.
Some lucky ladies will win free prizes.
Free Mural-To Be Given Away-Free Wallpaper
(Refreshments Served)

